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Th is document describes the actlvities during and the results of the graduation 
project of Thomas Vergouwen at France Télécom Recherche & Développement 
in lssy-les-Moulineaux in France. The ma in subject of this graduation project was 
the research and development teading to mobile data services for sharing 
applications. Th is is therefore also the ma in subject of this document. 

Th is document consists of three parts: 

0 The first part describes common subjects for the two other parts. First of all, 
a general description ofthe WAP Push architecture is presented. WAP Push is 
a newly added functionality in the WAP protocol (available from WAP 
version 1.2 on) that adds a new access method to WAP services. lnstead of a 
request done by the mobile (on demand of the user; the mobile is in this 
case called dient), to which the WAP service (server) replies as in the classic 
WAP usage ( called pull technology), WAP push basically skips the first part: the 
request of the user. Using the WAP push technology, a WAP service (server) 
sends a message to the user without an explicit request from the dient. In 
this case the server instead of the elient in fact initiates the information 
flow. 
The first part also describes the so-called FTR&D SMS Initiator. This is an 
application based on several scripts written in the scripting language PHP 
which can be used to send several special message types (such as WAP push 
messages, MMS related messages, etc.) as weU as normal text messages to a 
mobile phone using SMS as a bearer. This application has been developed as 
a modular application, which means that it's very easy to add new message 
types when needed and that it's easy to change the way the messages are 
sent to the Short Message Service Centre (SMSC). This possibility has even 
been used during the graduation project in ordertostart using a more stable 
private server for sending the messages. 

0 The second part ofthe document describes the so-called WAP Sharing Service. 
This service has been developed during the graduation project and basically 
offers its users the possibility to share the contents of and the navigation on 
a WAP page with one or more other users. For this purpose a central server is 
being used (which is called the sharing server). Th is server is a normal web (or 
WAP) server on which PHP support is installed and on which several scripts 
are developed which basically form the whole service. Furthermore this 
service uses a MySQL database (also installed on the same server) to store aU 
information related to its users and the active sharing sessions. 
The sharing server basicaUy plays the role of a gateway I proxy, as it's this 
server which retrieves the content demanded in a sharing session for the 
end users and it performs a rewrite process on these contents in order to 
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perfarm some basic translations of the contents needed for use with this 
service. 
This service offers many possibilities to its users (and revenue models to the 
mobile operator offering this service), such as making a choice for which 
movie to see at the cinema with a group of friends together, sharing 
interesting information with someone else, et cetera. 

0 The third and last part of this document describes a problem related to the 
use of GPRS networks, the possible solutions for this problem and the choice 
and implementation of the optimal solution. In theory, when using a GPRS 
network, the user has an always-on conneetion to the network, disposes 
therefore of a flXed lP address and can thus be contacted easily for a data 
conneetion using this address. In practical cases however, due to several 
reasans (such as the lack of available lP addresses, network efficiency, et 
cetera), the always-on conneetion is not really available and a GPRS-capable 
mobile device wilt never have a continuous conneetion and a flXed lP 
address. However, it can be very interesting for several applications (such as 
machine-ta-machine communication, remote control of a machine which 
disposes of a GPRS connection, et cetera) to be able to contact a machine for 
a data conneetion using GPRS. Therefore, this problem has been analysed in 
detail in part 111 and several solutions have been proposed, classified in five 
basic classes: 
- Native lP solutions: only possible when using static lP addressing, so nota 

real salution of the problem 
- ONS request solutions: every mobile station wilt have a static DNS name. 

When sending a request to this name, using basic DNS operations, the 
correct mobile is contacted and, if necessary, a GPRS conneetion is 
automatically established 

- 'Contact-me' solutions: befare every data communication with a mobile 
device, the machine that wishes to contact the mobile device has tosend 
a request to ask the mobile device to contact the machine. This is 
therefore not a transparent salution 

- 'Stay alive' solutions: the mobile device has to send some data packages 
every now and then to keep its GPRS conneetion alive. This is a 
transparent solution, but has several disadvantages 

- 'Always-on' solutions: a salution wherein the mobile operator implements 
a real always-on salution 

The chosen salution class is the class of DNS request solutions. A prototype 
of such a salution has been implemented using a special improved G PRS 
driver and an advanced DNS server (both developed during the graduation 
project). This salution is described in part 111 as welt. 
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This document is a report of the graduation project performed by Thomas 
Vergouwen at France Telecom R&D in lssy-les-Moulineaux, France. The subject 
of this graduation project was the research and development teading to mobile 
data services for sharing applications. Th is project was split in two subprojects: 

0 The analysis of a possible WAP Sharing Service and the development of a 
prototype of this service 

0 The analysis of a problem using GPRS (Genera/ Packet Radio Service): the fact 
that the 'always-on' promise is not redeemed in practice. Therefore it's at 
this moment practically impossible to contact GPRS terminals from a remote 
location, which means that several machine-to-machine applications are 
impossible to deploy. A solution of this problem can a lso be a first step in the 
development of a real mobile-to-mobile sharing application, as for such an 
application a direct conneetion between two mobiles must be possible. 
Several possible solutions have been analysed and the solution that turned 
out to be the best one has been implemented in a prototype. 

For the implementation of the prototype for both subprojects knowledge of 
WAP Push, which has first been defined in WAP 1.2, was necessary. 
Furthermore, for both prototypes, it had to be possible to send different WAP 
Push messa ges. A general overview of WAP Push can be found in Part I, Chapter 
2 of this document and the implementation of the so-called FTR&D SMS Initiator, 
which was needed for the sending of the WAP Push messages is described in 
Part I, chapter 3. 

The first subproject, for the WAP Sharing Service, has been described in Part 11 
and the GPRS quasi-always on solution has been described in Part 111 of this 
document. 
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1 Introduetion and problem definition 
1a lntroduction 
This part ofthis document describes general subjects or subjects common to the 
two other parts of this document. Some tools have been implemented to be 
used for both subprojects of the graduation project and wilt be described he re as 
welt. 

Chapter 2 of this part is a general description of WAP Push and its architecture, 
including a detailed description of the Session lnitiation Request (SIR) as a part of 
the WAP Push architecture. 

In chapter 3 of this part of this document the application developed to send 
several message types (WAP Push, MMS messages, et cetera) using SMS as a 
bearer is described: the so-called FTR&D SMS Initiator. 

1b Definition of the problem 
The problem concerned in this first part of this document is twofold: first of all, 
for the development of a solution of the problems concerned in the second and 
the third part, knowledge of the WAP Push mechanism and architecture was 
indispensable. The definitions of this mechanism and architecture are available 
in multiple documents published by the WAP Forum [19] and had to be 
structured in order to understand WAP Push as a whole and in order to be able 
to use it. 
The second problem concerned in this part of the document is the problem of 
sending several message types using SMS as a bearer. More precisely, this 
problem occurs forthesending of special message types (data messages, such as 
WAP Push messages, MMS messages, et cetera). No easy-to-use solution was 
available for sending these types of messages. 
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In normal WAP operation a elient-initiated information transaction occurs: the 
elient 'pulls' the information from the server by sendingit a request and waiting 
for the response. However, in WAP specificatien version 1.2 a server-initiated 
information transaction has been defined, which is now known as WAP push, 
because the information is 'pushed' from the server to the elient (both the pull 
and the push method use the elient-server model). 
The difference between pull and push operations is depicted below: for the push 
method there is no explicit request from the elient before the server transmits 
its content). 

pull technology 

push technology 

elient 

I 
I • 

server 

The WAP push session is initiated by the so-called Push Initiator, which is 
basically a server on the Internet. The Push Initiator contacts a Push Proxy 
Gateway (PPG) using Internet protocols. The PPG canthen forward the pushed 
content to the WAP domain and can transmit the content over-the-air (OTA) in 
the mobile network to the destination dient. The I nternet-side PPG access 
protocol used by the Push Initiator is called the Push Access Protocol (PAP) [12], 
while the WAP-side (OTA) protocol used to communicate with the mobile 
terminal is called the Push Over-The-Air Protocol [13]. The WAP push entities are 
depicted in the figure on the next page [1]. 
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The Push Proxy Gateway basically forms the interface between the Internetand 
the WAP domain: this entity is necessary, because the Push Initiator (on the 
Internet) and the WAP elient (in the WAP domain) have no protoeals in 
common; therefore the Push Initiator cannot contact the WAP elient directly. 

The WAP push architecture and the two protoeals (Push Access Protocol, PAP) 
and Push Over-The-Air Protocol (OTA) will not be discussed in detail here, 
because they are out of the scope of this document. 

The WAP push specification defines several basic WAP push message types such 
as Service lndication (SI), Service Loading (Sl). In its most basic form, an SI 
contains a short message and a URI indicating a service. The message is 
presented to the user upon reception, and the user is given the choice to either 
start the service indicated by the URI immediately, or postpone the SI for later 
handling [2]. The Sl content type however, provides the ability to cause a user 
agent on a mobile elient to load and execute a service that, for example, can be 
in the form of a WML deck. The Sl contains a URI indicating the service to be 
loaded by the user agent without user intervention when appropriate [3]. Both 
message types use a priority which causes a pre-defined behaviour of the 
receiving terminaL 
Besides these two basic WAP push message types, the Session lnitiation Request 
(SIR) is basically used forsendinga confirmed push message (the PPG asks the 
WAP elient to contact the PPG fordelivering the SI or Sl WAP push message and 
can therefore confirm that the message has been delivered). However, during 
this intemship the SIR has been used foranother purpose and it will therefore 
be discussed in detail in 2.2. 
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Because of the fact that content push is an asynchronous process (the receiver 
does not need to expect content to arrive), it might occur that no push session 
exists when using the WSP push Over-The-Air protocol (OTA-WSP; see [13]) or 
that no active TCP conneetion has been established when using push OTA over 
HTTP (OTA-HTTP; see [13]). Therefore, the Session lnitiation Application (SlA) 
residing in the terminal allows a Push Proxy Gateway (PPG) to request a 
terminal to establish a push session or an active TCP conneetion by sending a 
Session Jndication Request (SIR). The SlA can always be addressed by its 
Application-ID registered by the WAP Interim Naming Authority (WINA) [9]. 

2.2.2 SlA Content Based Protocol Data Unit 
The content type registered for the format of an SIR is 
application/vnd . wap . sia and is defined as follows: 

Fields Field name Description 
Common fields Version Version of the SlA content type: equals 1 for 

the current specification [1]. Future versions 
should only add new fields to the end of this 
content type (i.e. after the CPITa_g field). 

Appldlistlen lndicates the length of the Application-ID 
list 

Application-ID list Contains a list of A_Qplication-lds 
OTA-WSP ContactPointslen lndicates the length of the Contact Points 
specific fields WSP WSP field 

Contact Points WSP1 Contains a list of server addresses the elient 
should contact to establish a WSP push 
session (OTA-WSP) 

Fields for other ContactPointslen lndicates the length of the Contact Points 
protocols field 

Contact Points1 Contains a list of PPG addresses the 
terminal should contact using a nother 
protocol than OTA-WSP2 

ProtOptslen lndicates the length of the ProtO_Qts field 

1 Either the Contact Points WSP or the Contact Points (in the fields for other protocols) or both 
can be provided: it's up to the terminalto decide which protocol (OTA-WSP or OTA-HTIP) to use 
when bothare provided 
2 Currently the only other protocol is OTA-HTIP and in this case the terminal should establish 
(an) active TCP connection(s) when contacting the PPG(s) 
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ProtOpts Contains a list of identifiers that identify the 
protocot and its associated options, to be 
used when the terminal centacts the 
contact points specified in Contact Points 
field in the same order 

ProvURL fields ProvURLLen lndicates the length of the ProvURL field 
ProvURL Contains the provisioning URL parameter 

value assigned to the contiguration context 
that the terminal should u se when 
contacting the contact point(s) listed in the 
field Contact Points if it supports WAP 
provisioning 

CPITag fields CPITaglen lndicates the length of the CPITag field 
CPITag Used to convey a list of CPITags3 

The field types for the various fieldscan be found in [1; § 8.4]. 

2.2.3 'Example 
The following example is a Session Initiatien Request, which is sent from a PPG 
with the lP address 192.168.200.3. With this example SIR the mobile terminal is 
asked to create a WSP conneetion tothelP address 192.168.200.3. 

01: 01 SIR version number = 1 
02 : 01 Appldlistlen = 1 
03: 82 Application-ID List: application 10 oxo2 for WML 

User Agent [9] 
04: 06 ContactPointslen WSP = 6 
05: 84 AddressType [8], 8 bits (Ox84 = 10000100): 

1 bit: Bearer Type lncluded = 1 
1 bit: PortNumber lncluded = o 
6 bits: Addresslen = 4 

06: 00 BearerType = oo meaning address type is 1Pv4 
address using any network and any bearer type 
[11] 

07: CO A8 C8 03 Address = 192.168.200.3 (lP address used PPG) 

3 CP/= Capability and Preferenee lnformation; see [13; § 7.2.5] fora detailed description 
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In order to send WAP Push messages using SMS as a bearer, several scripts have 
been developed which make sending of these messages easily possible. These 
scripts form the FTR&D SMS Initiator and are now being used to send WAP push 
messages (and several other message types added to the FTR&D SMS Initiator 
later on) via a web interface, via a WAP interface or by an HTTP GET or POST 
request from a push initiator (for example the WAP Sharing Service as described 
in part 11). This chapter describes the implementation of the FTR&D SMS 
Initiator. 

3.1 Description 
The FTR&D SMS Initiator has been developed in order to enable sending several 
types of information using one or more SMS messages for transporting the data. 
lt has been implemented in PHP [20] and consistsof several separate scripts, all 
with their specific message type. The FTR&D SMS Initiator currently supports 
the sending of the following message types, but new message types can be 
added easily: 
0 WAP Push messages 

- Service lndication (SI; see Appendix 1 b.1) 
- Service Loading (SL; see Appendix 1 b.2) 
- Session Initiatien Request (SIR; see Appendix 1 b.3) 

0 MMS related messages 
- M-Delivery.ind (see Appendix 1 b.4) 
- M-Notification.ind (see Appendix 1 b.S) 
- M-Read-Orig.ind (see Appendix 1 b.G) 

0 General message types 
- Plain text message (see Appendix 1 b.7) 
- Message with manually defined UDH and UD part (see Appendix 1b.8) 

The FTR&D SMS Initiator was initially developed to use a private server running 
a daemon written by an employee of FTR&D, but has later been adapted to a 
new private server using the Kannel SMS gateway to communicate with the 
SMSC. This adaptation was fairly easy due to the way the FTR&D SMS Initiator 
was implemented: all scripts use the same functions, so the adaptation of the 
function that sends an SMS (sendSMS) was sufficient. 
In both cases the private server is directly connected to the SMSC and can 
therefore be used to send the SMS messages. A detailed description of both 
cases can be found in Appendix 1 a. 
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3.2 lmplementation 
For the implementation of the FTR&D SMS Initiator several WAP push messages 
have been analysed. An example of such an analysis for a WAP push Service 
lndication (SI) sent via SMS is depicted below. 
SMS headers 
0 : 
8: 
16: 

07 91 33 86 09 40 00 F3 
44 OS 83 02 31 FS 00 FS 
20 20 81 11 72 43 00 79 

84 

30: 23 FO 

WSP headers 
32 : 01 

33: 06 

34 : 01 

3S : AE 

Service lndication (SI) 
36: 02 
37 : os 
38: 04 

39: 00 
40: 4S 

41: C6 

42: oe 03 77 61 70 2E 6F 72 
SO: 61 6E 67 6S 2E 66 72 00 

S8: OA C3 07 20 02 02 18 11 
66: 27 18 

68: 10 C3 07 20 02 OB 31 00 
00 00 

78: 08 
79 : 11 03 31 30 30 31 3S 30 
87 : 37 38 39 33 00 

92: 01 

93: 03 74 6S 73 74 20 60 6S 
101: 73 73 61 67 6S 00 
107: 01 

108: 01 

Part 1: Common subjects 

SMSC +33689004003, message header flags (44), 
originating address 20135, protocol identifier (OO), 
data coding scheme (F5), SMSC timestamp 
18/02/0211' UD len 121 octets 

Destination = WAP Push 
connectionless service 
Originator Port = 9200: connectionless 
session service 

Transaction ID I Push ID = 1 
PDU Type= 06: (unconfirmed) Push 
Headerslen = 1; this field defines the length of 
the headers to follow including the length of the 
Content-Type 
Content-Type: application/vnd.wap.sic 

WBXML Version 1.2 
511.0 Public ldentifier 
Charset=IS0-8859-1 
String table length is o (no string table) 
si, with content (<si>) 
indication, with content and attributes 
( <ind kation ... ) 
http:// (OC}, inline string follows (03), 
wap.orange.fr, end (oo) 
Created (OA), opaque data follows (C3), length of 
data: 7 octets, 2002-o2-18 11 :27:18 
si-expires (10), opaque data follows (C3), lengthof 
data: 4 octets, 2002-o8-31 oo:oo:oo 
action = signal-high 
si-id (11 ), inline string follows (03), 1001507893, 
end (OO) (si-id = 1001507893) 
END (of indication attribute list) 
inline string follows (03), test message, end (OO) 

END (<lindication>) 
END (<lsi>) 
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<indication href="wap.orange.fr" created="2002-02-18T11:27:18Z" 
si-expires="2002-08-31TOO:OO:OOZ " action= " signal-high" si
id="1001507893 " > 

</si> 

test message 
</indication> 

By analysing several of these messages and using the specifications of the WAP 
Push message types [1, 2, 3] the scripts for the Service lndication (SI), Service 
Loading (Sl) and Session lnitiation Request (SIR) WAP push message have been 
developed using the approach described below. 

The SMS message to be sent is in fact a concatenation of the WAP push message 
and several headers in order to conform to the WDP, WSP and WTP message 
descriptions: the WAP push message is created, this message is encapsulated in 
a WTP PDU, which forms (without any additional information) a WSP message; 
the WSP message is encapsulated in a WDP message. These encapsulations 
basically mean the consecutive addition of specific headers, which are described 
below. The generation of the message can therefore start with the encoding of 
the WAP push message following the rules in the specifications of these 
messages [1, 2, 3] and the general definition of WAP Binary XML (WBXML, the 
encoded version of XML) [7]. Using these rules the XML document which forms 
the WAP push message can be encoded in WBXML (hexadecimal). In the 
example above, the result for an SI message would be the part from the 361

h 

octet (on the light-gray background). 
To the resulting encoded document WSP headers should be added. The result is 
the so-called User Data (UD) part of the SMS to besent (as described in [8]). In 
the example this is the part from the 32nd till the 1 081

h octet. Finally the User 
Data Headers (UDH) [8] (2S1

h till the 301
h octet in the example) can be added. 

The scripts do not add the SMS headers as shown in the example. These headers 
are added by the SMSC and have therefore not been studied in detail. 

The process for the generation of a message is therefore as follows: 
• The SI, SL or SIR is created using the specifications for these message 

types [1 , 2, 3]. 
• The SI, SL or SIR is encapsulated in a WTP and WSP entity consecutively; 

this basically means adding headers to it as a prefo<. The WSP part of the 
message contains one WTP Protocol Data Unit (PDU) which starts with a 
Transaction ID (which can be chosen equal to oxol for example), 
followed by a hexadecimal value for the PDU Type (in this case oxo 6 for 
(unconfirmed) Push), a value for the field Headerslen (the length of the 
headers plus the length of the content type), followed by the content 
type, the headers and the actual data. In the case of an SI or SL the field 
Headerslen has the value 01 , meaning that it contains no push headers 
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(this is a choice, because it's possible to add several optional push 
headers such as the push flag et cetera, which will change the value of 
Headerslen and will add the encoding of these optional headers). The 
content type used for an SI is application/vnd. wap. sic (a compiled 
version of an SI), which is encoded in a hexadecimal value Ox2E [9]. 
Because the WSP headers are encoded as short integers, according to the 
basic rules in [10] the 8-bit field must have the MSB set to 1 and the other 
bits representing the actual value. This means the encoding of the 
headers will be the value as defined by the WAP Forum [9, 10] plus oxso 

(1000 00002 = 80,6) for all push header fields. This means that the WSP 
headers will be 01 06 01 AE. The content type used for an SL is 
application/vnd. wap. slc (a compiled version of an SL), which is 
encoded in a hexadecimal value ox30. The WSP headers will therefore be 
01 06 01 so . For an SIR the Headerslen field has the value 03, meaning 
that it has push headers with a length of 2: besides the content type one 
push header is sent in an SIR. This is the ApplicationiD which tells the 
receiving terminal which application should receive this push message 
(in this case the SlA). This header will therefore be x-wap-Application

ro: x-wap-application : push. sia which can be encoded in hexadecimal 
values as Ox2F oxo1 [9, 10]. This header is not necessary for the SI and 
the SL messages, because these are meant for the WML User Agent of 
the telephone, which is the default application. The content type for an 
SIR is application/vnd . wap. sia, which is encoded in a hexadecimal 
value Ox34 [9]. The WSP headers will therefore be 01 06 03 B4 AF 81. 

• Finally the message is encapsulated in a WDP entity, which again means 
adding WDP headers as a preftx. The WDP headers of the message use 
the structure defined by the User Data Header (UDH) defined in the GSM 
03.40 specificatien [8]. In the case of an SIR, segmentation in multiple 
SMS messages is not necessary, because of the short length of the SIR 
message. Th is is normally the case for SI and SL messages as well. At this 
moment the FTR&D SMS Initiator is therefore not able to split the 
messages in multiple SMS messages (however when sending the 
message using the Kannel SMS gateway, this gateway automatically 
takes care ofthis process: when sending a UDH-UD combination which is 
too large for one SMS message, the Kannel SMS gateway will 
automatically add the extra UDH fields to split the message in multiple 
SMS messages). 
The User Data (Header) of the SMS has therefore the structure depicted 
on the next page (example for an SIR; every block corresponds to 8 bits or 
1 byte) [11 ]. 

These same basic rules have been used for the creation of the scripts for the 
sending of other types of messages (such as MMS related (notification) 
messages, plain text messages, et cetera). For the plain text messages, these 
rules have only been used in the initial version. The version using Kannel sends 
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the plain text message as is to Kannel which takes care of the encoding of the 
message. The encoding by Kannel is in 7-bit (standard for a normal plain text 
SMS message) instead of 8-bit for the initial version. This means that with the 
Kannel version 160 characters can besent in an SMS message instead ofthe 140 
with the original version. 

User Data Hdr UDH IE identifier: UDH IE length: Destina ion port 
Length: 06 OS 04 High: OB Low: 84 

.I ~ 32 4Q., 
~--~v v~---- ----------~~---------

IE identifier os means 16 bit two 16 bit port 
port numbers follow addresses is 4 bytes 

Origina~or port 
High: 23 L Low: Fo 

port number 2948 (OB84 hex) means WAP 
Push connectionless service (dient side) 

~0 48 ~ 
----------~----------port number 9200 (23FO hex) means WAP user data 

connectionless service 

Appendix 1a describes the implementation of the FTR&D SMS Initiator for both 
the initial version as the adapted version (using the Kannel SMS gateway). 

3.3 Access methods 
The FTR&D SMS initiator offers the possibility to send the messages using a fitt
in form for the several message types (accessible from a PC via a web 
conneetion or from another mobile telephone via a WAP connection; so these 
forms exist in a web [HTML] and a WAP version [WML]), but the several scripts 
can also be called with an HTTP GET or POST request directly (for example from 
another application; this possibility has been used for the WAP Sharing Service 
as described in Part 11 and for several demos developed by FTR&D). 

The fields of the form and the variables for the GET or POST requests for the 
different message types (WAP Push message types, MMS message types, general 
message types) are described in Appendix 1 b. 
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In this part of this document, the WAP Push mechanism and architecture have 
been studied in brief in order to find out which possibilities the WAP Push 
method can offer (especially related to existing WAP services using WAP pull 
methods initiated by a dient). The three WAP Push message types (Service 
lndication (SI), Service Loading (SL) and Session Initiatien Request (SIR)) have been 
compared based on the specific possibilities they offer, where the Session 
Initiatien Request has been studied in detail. Th is has led to knowledge of the 
WAP Push mechanism and architecture that can be and has been used for the 
further development of WAP services. 

Furthermore, an easy-to-use solution for the sending of several message types 
(especially data messages) using SMS as a bearer has been described and 
developed. This solution is easy-to-use, because it offers a web and WAP 
interface, which can be used as an HTTP interface (for sending an ordinary 
HTTP GET or POST request) as well. This solution supports sending several 
message types such as WAP Push messages (SI, SL and SIR), MMS message types 
and several general functionalities (such as the sending of a plain text message 
or a message for which the user of this solution can manually define the User 
Data Header (UDH) and the User Data (UD) part of the SMS message). 
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1 Introduetion and problem definition 
1.1 Definition of the problem 
Normal WAP services currently allow users to use these services alone and are 
unable to offer exactly the same services or information at the same time to 
another user who might be interested in the information gathered by the first 
user of the WAP service. In ftxed netwerk communications several solutions are 
available toshare information and to work collaboratively. One could think of 
solutions such as video conferencing including a whiteboard application to 
communicate information, simultaneous web browsing solutions or even 
instant messaging solutions. In mobile networks however, these services are not 
or only limited available (instant messaging solutions are emerging, but 
simultaneous browsing solutions do not exist at all). 
However, especially in mobile environments, where users are normally only 
separated by distance, a simultaneous consultatien of information could be very 
interesting for the end users. 
Th is second part of this document analyses the possibilities of such a salution 
and the development and implementation of a prototype of this solution. 

1.2 1ntroduction of the developed service 
As a part of a project for rnass-market 3rd generation (3G) mobile services (for 
use with UMTS for example), the WAP Sharing Service is a service, which allows 
two or more mobile users to share real time data (a WAP page) on their handset 
while having an oral communication. The service not only offers the possibility 
to consult the WAP pages simultaneously, but also allows all users to navigate 
on the WAP site. Using the voice conneetion the users can discuss about the 
pages they visit and I or the direction to follow. 

At any time any user can decide to stop participating at the sharing session. 
After ending the participation at the sharing session, the user can decide to 
continue navigating alone on the (last) page he visited during the sharing 
session or to stop navigating. Wh en only two users are left and one of the users 
decides to stop participating the sharing session, the other user will 
automatically receive a notification telling him that he's the last user and 
proposing him to continue surfing alone or tostop navigating. 

1.2.1 Service access points 
The service has two ma in access points: 
Q) A direct access point to the service which presents the user a fill-in form 

asking him for the URL of the page to share and possibly the telephone 
number(s) of the person(s) to share the page with 

Q) An indirect access point which can be used by existing WAP services for 
instant sharing: an existing WAP service can add an extra link to one or all of 
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its pages (preferably in the context sensitive menu of the WAP browser 
which can be controlled by the WAP service), giving the user direct access to 
the service. When clicking on this link the page actually being visited (i.e. the 
page of the existing WAP service) will automatically be shared using the WAP 
Sharing Service. This is a transparent process for the end user and will offer 
extra advantages to the WAP service provider. lf necessary, the telephone 
number(s) of the person(s) with who the user wants to share the WAP page 
will be asked. 

1.2.2 Possible applications 
Possible applications of the WAP Sharing Service can be (this is a non-exhaustive 
list of applications): 
0 When choosing a movie to see at the cinema (or any other leisure activity 

which can be chosen from a list at for example the Orange WAP portal), a 
group of friends can decide together which movie to see instead of one 
person visiting the cinema service and having to decide for the group 

0 When a user is visiting a service which he thinks might be interesting for 
someone else (or sees information which might be interesting for someone 
else) this user can share the service (or the information) with the other 
person 

0 To provide an enhancement to customer services: interactively show the 
user the possibilities of WAP services, m-commerce, et cetera. 

0 When a decision has to betaken based on information available on a WAP 
site. For example the status of a machine for the reparation of it: a 
technician might not be able to take the decision and can, using the WAP 
Sharing Service, discuss with and show the status of the machine to for 
example the producer of the machine in order to take a reparation decision. 
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The WAP Sharing Service allows a mobile user to share a WAP page with one or 
more other users while having a voice communication with this user or these 
users at the sa me time. 

The implementation for this service has been depicted in the picture below. In 
this picture mobile user A initiates the sharing of a WAP page. For reasons of 
simplicity the page is only shared with one other mobile user B in this example, 
but the service is implemented in such a way that in theory the page can be 
shared with an unlimited number of mobile users. 

WSP 

Mobile user A 

WAP server 

WAP gateway 

...... .,..._H_rr_P _ _,....~ I 
-~ 

Sharing Server 

WAP push server 
Mobile user B 

The mobile user A sends a request for a WAP page in the ordinary way to the 
Sharing Server (the Sharing Server is a sort of WAP gateway, because all 
requests pass via this server and it modifles all pages before sending the result 
to the mobile via the real WAP gateway chosen by the user of the mobile). The 
sharing server fetches the content on the original WAP server using an ordinary 
HTTP GET or POST request and then modifles the result (see chapter 6 for more 
information) before sendingit to the user. Furthermore it communicates with a 
WAP push server (for this purpose the FTR&D SMS Initiator as described in part 
I, chapter 3 has been used) in order to send a WAP push message to mobile user 
B. Mobile user B then connects himself and sends, just like mobile user A, an 
ordinary request to the Sharing Server via his WAP gateway. The Sharing Server 
performs the same operations to fetch and modify the content before sending 
the result to mobile user B. 
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3 Description of the implementation 
The Sharing Server has been implemented using the following components: 
Q) Standard PC using Windows NT4 

Q) PHP support for the Apache webserver EasyPHP [6] 
Q) Apache webserver } 

Q) MySQL database 
Q) Several PHP scripts: 

- index.php presents a form which asks for the address of the pagetoshare 
and the mobile number(s) of (the) other user(s) to share the page with4 

(the address of the page to share can be fitled in by the user or can be 
chosen with a •bookmark•; the mobile number(s) of (the) other user(s) 
can be fitled in by the user or can be chosen from the user•s contact list 
or a combination of these two possibilities). Th is form is the first access 
point of the service as described in 1 (direct access point). The input of 
the form gets submitted to process_reqt.php. 
A similar script, share.php receives a URL through the HTTP GET method 
(i.e. it's called as . ./share.php?URL=http://address.of.site). When using 
this script the user wilt only be asked for the mobile number(s) of (the) 
other user(s) to share the page with5• This script can be used to create a 
link on existing WAP sites, which invites the user toshare the page he•s 
visiting with someone else and is the second access point of the service 
as described in 1 (indirect access point). This can be extremely useful on 
the Orange WAP portal for example. This script again refers to 
process_reqt.php which receives the URL of the page and the number(s) 
ofthe user(s) toshare with in the same way as for the script index.php. 
for the input of script process_reqt.php there exist two possible situations: 
1) When it's called from the script index.php or share.php this means 

that this is the first request for a sharing session. In that case its 
input willjust be a URL (possibly with a speciflc card from this deck 
and possibly with some additional GET parameters) and a (list of) 
sharing partner(s). A new session will be created by randomly 
creating a (unique) sessioniD and a random password. Verifying if it 
not already exists in the database checks the uniqueness of this 
sessioniD. 

2) When it's called from the script show.php (described below) this 
means that this request originates from an existing sharing session 

4 At this moment it's necessary to ask the number(s) of the user(s) toshare the page with. In a 
future version, however, we can imagine that the page is automatically shared with the 
correspondent of the user when he I she is already on the line. Th is functionality has at this 
moment been implemented to show the real prototype of the service in a ftxed way: when a 
specific users asks fora sharing session it automatically shares it with a nother ftxed user. 
5 Again we can imagine that there won't be the need to ask the number of the user toshare with 
in a future version; in the demo version this has already been implemented (when a specific 
user wants to share a page he always shares it with a nother specific user). 
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from a user who decided to navigate on the shared page. In this case 
the script wilt receive a sessioniD, a password, a stage number and 
the URL of the requested page (possibly a specific card and GET 
and/or POST parameters). lf the sessioniD I password combination 
corresponds to an existing session in the database and the stage 
number is equal to the stage number in the database for this session 
plus 1 the script wilt process the request 

In both cases this script sends a WAP push message to the user(s) who 
didn•t send the request to this script. In the first case this wilt be an SI 
(Service lndication as described in part I, chapter 2) message, which 
makes it possible to demand the other users whether or not they want 
to participate in this sharing session. In the second case the script sends 
an SL (Service Loading as described in part I, chapter 2) message, which 
forces the mobile terminal to load the requested page directly. This SL 
message is only being sent to the user(s) who has I have accepted the 
sharing session (i.e. visited the URL mentioned in the first SI message, 
because by visiting this URL the user automatically accepts the sharing 
session, because this triggers an update of the value of the field 
•accepted• in the database). The URL sent in the WAP push message 
always points to the script show.php with the sessioniD, password and 
stage number as parameters. Because the number of characters in the 
SL message (when being sent via SMS) is limited6

, these parameters are 
all put together in one variable, which is the concatenation of the 
sessioniD, the password and the stage number (i.e. 
http://name.of.hostlshow.php?variables=xyz where x is the sessioniD, y 
is the password and z is the stage number). Because the length of the 
password and the sessioniD is flXed, the show.php script can always 
determine the separate parameters from the concatenation of the 
three. 

Furthermore the script process_reqt.php wilt redirect the user who 
requested this script (i.e. the initiator of the sharing session or the user 
who clicked on a link) to the script show.php with the sessioniD, 
password and stage number as parameters (i.e. 
http:/ /na me.of.host/show.php ?sessioniD=x&password=y&stage=z). The 
URL received by the script process_reqt.php will be put in a database for 
this sessioniD I password combination. lf a specific card was chosen the 
name of this card will be put in the database as well. Furthermore any 

6 In fact theoretically the length of the message is not limited, even when sent via SMS, because 
it can be split into multiple SMS messages when it's too long. However, the mobile terminals 
currently used for showing the prototype of this service as described here do not correctly 
support the so-called concatenation of SMS messages for WAP push messages. Therefore, the 
total WAP push message has to be limited to one SMS (140 octets). 
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GET and I or POST parameters are put in the database. Finally the stage 
number will be updated. 

lf the stage number sent in a request is not accepted by the script 
(because it's not equal to the current value of stage in the database 
incremented by 1) it will show the requesting user a message stating 
that one of his other sharing partners already requested a new page in 
order to prevent two or more requests at the same time. The user is 
than being forwarded to the page with the correct stage number and 
therefore receives the page that is currently active in the sharing 
sesslon. 

- The script show.php accepts a sessioniD, a password and a stage number 
(either as separate parameters or concatenated in one parameter as 
described above); if these three match, the URL, the name of the card (if 
any) and any GET I POST parameters and cookies are retrieved from the 
sharing server's database. With these parameters the original content is 
retrieved from the original WAP server and shown to the user that 
requested the show.php script (i.e. the initiating user directly being 
redirected to this script from process_reqt.php or (one of) the other 
user(s) directed to this script by a WAP push message). Before showing 
the page to the users, the page is rewritten in order to be able to display 
it correctly and in order to continue the sharing session correctly. This 
rewrite process is described in chapter 6. 

- The scripts stop.php, stop_and_navigate.php and stop_and_quit.php are 
used for ending a sharing session. stop.php has no specific function 
except for showing the user the options to end the sharing session and 
stop navigating, end the sharing session and continue navigating alone 
or cancel then end of the sharing session. The scripts 
stop_and_navigate.php and stop_and_quit.php are used for respectively 
ending the sharing session and continue navigating on the last page and 
ending the sharing session and stop navigating. 

- Several other scripts needed for the proper functioning of the service as 
a whole (such as funetion.php for general functions used by other scripts, 
scripts for bookmark management, et cetera) 
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~ Quitter La navigation 
~ Naviguer seuL 
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FTR&D SMS Initiator 

.----stop and auit.php 
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votre navigateur. 
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Le partageest terminé. 
Red irection en cours ... 

As described in 
chapter ... 

sessioniD, 
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.---------c;how.php 
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FTR&D SMS Initiator 

As described in 
part I, chapter 3 

user, 
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..--....L----stoplast.php 
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quitte Le partage 

~ Quitter La navigation 
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4 Structure of the database 
The database used for the WAP Sharing Service (as depicted in the pictures on 
the previous pages) has the structure as described below. Th is database is being 
used for all operations of the WAP Sharing Service and contains all information 
a bout sessions and users. 

Q) T able Sessions 
This table contains all active sharing sessions. The data in this table is used 
for all requests regarding a specific sharing session for the retrieval of the 
session related data. The structure of this table is as follows: 

Column name Description 
sessioniD A unique identifier for the WAP sharing session 
password An encoded version (MDS encoding) ofthe password for 

this sharing session 
SharingPartners Th is field was originally meant to use for saving a list of 

all users of a sharing session. Later on the table 
SharingPartners was created. This field is now only used 
for storing the MSISDN of the initiator of a sharing 
se ss ion 

URL The URL of the current WAP page (deck) for this session 
oldURL The URL of the previous WAP page (deck) for this 

se ss ion 
stage The stage number for this session 
Card The name of the current card in the deck (if ap_Q_licable) 
GElstring A string to add to a GET request (containing necessary 

parameters) for the current _Qage (if applicable) 
POSTstring A string to add toa POST request (containing necessary 

parameters) for the current page (if applicable) 
oldGETstring A string to add to a GET request for the previous page 

(if applicable) 
oldPOSTstring A string to add to a POST request for the previous page 

(if applicable) 
CookieHeader The total string to send as a Cookie header in the GET 

or POST request for this session, containing one or 
more caokies (if applicable) 
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Q) Ta bie SharingPartners 
The table SharingPartners contains the MSISDNs of all users which are asked 
to participate in all active sharing sessions and the MSISDNs of the initiating 
users of all sharing sessions. The field accepted determines whether or not a 
specific user has accepted the sharing session (i.e. for the originating users 
this field is 1 by default; for the ether users it'll be o unless they accepted the 
SI WAP Push message asking them to accept a sharing session). The structure 
of the table SharingPartners is: 

Column name Description 
sessioniD The unique identifier of the session in which this entry 

is a sharing partner 
msisdn The mobile number (MSISDN) of the sharing partner 
accepted Aflag telling whether this sharing partner has accepted 

this sharin_g_ session (1) or not (O) 

Q) Ta bie SetVars 
In the table SetVars the narnes and values of all variables set using a setvar 
tag in a WAP page for all active sharing sessions are saved. The structure of 
this table is as fellows: 

Column name Description 
sessioniD The unique identifier of the se ss ion in which this 

variable has been set 
name The name of the variable 
value The current value of the variable 

Q) Table Bookmarks 
The table Bookmarks contains the bookmarks the users of the WAP Sharing 
Service have created (service-specific bookmarks). A bockmark is the 
combination of a URL and a title (for easy recognition). Bookmarks are 
stared in this table with a unique ID for easy referencing and with the 
MSISDN of the user who created the bockmark in order to be able to show 
the right bookmarks to the right user. Th is table has the following structure: 

Column name Description 
ID A unique (auto-incrementing) identifier which can be 

used to refer to this bockmark 
URL The URL ofthe bockmark 
Title The name of the bockmark chosen by the user 
MSISDN The mobile number (MSISDN) of the user who created 

this bockmark 
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0 Table Numbers 
The table Numbers is principally the same as the table Bookmarks, but for 
the service-specific telephone book. The structure of this table is similar as 
well: 

Column name Description 
ID A unique (auto-incrementing) identifier which can be 

used to refer to this phone book entry 
nr The telephone number for this phone book entry 
Name The name of the phone book entry chosen by the user 
MSISDN The mobile number (MSISDN) of the user who created 

this phone book entry 
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In the general service description in chapter 2, the physical components used to 
implement the WAP sharing service have been depicted. In the picture below 
these components are depicted once again including the flow of information. 
For reasons of simplicity the WAP gateways enabling the mobile users to 
communicate with the sharing server have not been depicted in the picture 
below, however it•s clear that these are essential components for the service. 

WAP server (original content) 

1 4 

7 7 

Mobile user A Mobile user B 

Sharing Server 

~2 

WAP ush server 

In this picture the following information flow has been depicted: 
1) Request for a sharing session 

The mobile user A sends a request for a sharing session to the sharing 
server. This request contains a reference to the page this mobile user 
wants to share (the URL) and possibly one or more references to the user 
he wants to share this page with. 
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2) Request for a WAP push message to mobile user B 
The sharing server sends a request to the WAP push server (see part I, 
chapter 3, FTR&D SMS Initiator) demanding this server to send a WAP 
Push Service lndication (i.e. a WAP Push message demanding 
confirmatien before loading the URL in the message) to the mobile user 
B containing the following information: the address (URL) of the page to 
visit (a script on the sharing server), an identifier for mobile user B 
(MSISDN) and an identifier for mobile user A (MSISDN) which will be 
used to display in the message arriving on the terminal of mobile user B. 

3) Notification of mobile user B 
The WAP push server sends a push message (SI) to mobile user B (using 
SMS as a bearer) which will be displayed on the terminal of mobile user 
B. This message will ask mobile user B whether he wants to accept to 
share a WAP page with mobile user A. 

4) Acceptation of the sharing session by mobile user B 
Mobile user B accepts the sharing session and sends a request to the 
sharing server. By analysing this request the sharing server can identify 
mobile user B and the active sharing session. The sharing server then 
knows that mobile user B has accepted the sharing session. 

5) Request for the original content 
The sharing server sends a request for the original content (using the 
URL and possible GET I POST parameters, cookies, session identifiers, et 
cetera) to the original WAP server. In the current implementation this 
request is sent separately for every user, which means that the request 
for user A is sent directly after step 1. 

6) Original content sent to sharing server 
The WAP server sends the original content to the sharing server as a reply 
to the request from step s. The sharing server wilt then rewrite this 
original content according to the rules defined in chapter 6. 

7) Rewritten content sent to the users of the sharing session 
The sharing server finally sends the rewritten content to the users of the 
sharing session. In the point of view of the HTTP protocol this is the reply 
to the request 1 and 4 for the mobile user A and B respectively. 

When the users will continue to navigate on the page they received (both (or all) 
users have the possibility to navigate) the information flow is similar to the 
information flow described above: the user which navigates on the page will be 
user A (i.e. the roles of both users can be switched) and instead of a WAP Push 
Service lndication message the service wilt send a WAP Push Service Loading (a 
WAP Push message without asking a confirmatien before loading the URL 
mentioned in the message) in the steps 2 and 3. Furthermore, step 4 will not be 
an acceptation of the sharing session by mobile user B, but a request for the 
new content, which is initiated by the WAP Push Service Loading message. 
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In the pictures at the end of chapter 3, the flow through the different 
components (scripts) of the sharing service has been depicted. As described 
before, the user of the sharing service can initiate a sharing session by using 
either the script index.php or the script share.php. When using the script 
index.php the user will be asked for the address of the WAP sitetoshare with his 
correspondent (the user can either type the full URL or use one of his 
bookmarks available in the service). The user uses the share.php in a transparent 
way: he chooses the link to share the page he•s currently visiting in an existing 
WAP site; this link directs the user to the script share.php. The script receives 
the URL of the original page in a GET request 
(http://name.of.hostlshare.php?URL=http:// ... ) and automatically redirects the 
user to the script process_reqt.php with the URL and the number(s) of the 
sharing partner(s) included in the request. This request is therefore exactly the 
sa me as the request that originates from the input in the form of the index.php 
script. 
The process_reqt.php script inserts the data it received in the database: it creates 
a unique sessioniD and a password and creates an entry in the table Sessions 
with these parameters, the URL and a stage number equal to o. Furthermore it 
creates N entries in the table SharingPartners where N is the number of users 
to share the page with plus 1. Only for the user who requested the script 
process_reqt.php the value of accepted is set to 1, for the N others it defaults to 
o. Then it sends a Service lndication (SI) message to the N users who did not 
requested the script (this message contains the text .. o6xxxxxxxx Partager 
WAP? .. where o6xxxxxxxx is the mobile number of the user who requested the 
scriptand the URL of the script show.php including the sessioniD, password and 
stage number (O) in a GET string). For this purpose it uses the FTR&D SMS 
Initiator. Finally it redirects the user who requested the script to the script 
show.php including the sessioniD, the password and the stage number (O) in a 
GET string. 

The users arrive at the script show.php which retrieves the data it needs (URL, 
Card, GETstring, POSTstring, CookieHeader) from the database when the 
sessioniD, password and stage number are correct. Then it retrieves the original 
content from the original serverand rewrites several partsofit (as described in 
chapter 6). The users now have two possibilities: 
0 Click on a link to navigate within the page they•re sharing (possible for all 

users) 
0 End the sharing session (possible for all users; available from the context-

sensitive menu in the browser) 
When one of the users clicks on a link to navigate within the shared page, this 
means sending a request to the process_reqt.php script. This script then receives 
the sessioniD, the password, the stage number and the URL (and possible GET I 
POST string) of the new page. When the sessioniD, password and stage number 
are correct it updates the data in the database, sends (a) Service Loading 
message(s) to the user(s) who did not request the script (i.e. the N sharing 
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partners) and redirects the user who requested the script to the script show.php 
which function is described above. 

When one of the users decides to end the sharing session he will be offered 
three possibilities: 
0 Stop navigating 
0 Navigate alone 
0 Cancel 
When he decides to stop navigating he will go to the script stop_and_quit.php 
which removes his data from the table SharingPartners and shows a message 
telling the user he can close his WAP browser7

• When he decides to navigate 
alone he will go to the script stop_and_navigate.php which removes his data from 
the table SharingPartners and redirects the user to the page he was sharing (on 
the originating server) using the fields URL, GETstring, POSTstring and Card 
from the table Sessions. When he cancels his action he will go back to the 
show.php scriptand therefore continue the sharing session. 

The scripts stop_and_quit.php and stop_and_navigate.php send a Service Loading 
message to the other user when the user who requested one of these scripts is 
sharing the page with only one other user. This SL message will redirect the 
other user to the script stoplast.php with the sessioniD, the password and the 
telephone number of the user who requested the script as variables for the GET 
request. When the last user arrives at stop/ast.php he will be shown a message 
stating that the user with number o6xxxxxxxx has left the sharing session and he 
can decide to stop navigating (goes to stop_and_quit.php which just removes his 
data from the table SharingPartners and removes all the data for the sessioniD 
from the table SetVars and the table Sessions and then shows the user the 
message that he can close his WAP browser7

) or continue navigating alone (goes 
to stop_and_navigate.php which also removes all the data but redirects the user 
to the page he was sharing on the originating server). 

7 Unfortunately at this moment it's impossible fora WAP page to ask the WAP browser to close 
itself automatically, so we have to inform the user that he can close his WAP browser 
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For several reasons it's necessary to rewrite the page contents before sending 
the result to the users: 
Q) A WAP page (deck) can contain multiple cards. In this case the navigation 

between several cards of the deck is done on the elient side: the server sends 
the deck the first time which is being stored in the memory of the elient (the 
WAP browser) and all subsequent navigation actions on this deck are 
therefore handled locally. Because this would mean that the navigation 
between decks will not be processed in the sharing session (no requests are 
sent tothesharing serverso it will not be able to process this). 

Q) AU subsequent requests should pass via the sharing server as well and not 
via the original server. 

Q) Relative resource location references (for images) can be used in the original 
content; the WAP browser will in this case search this content on the sharing 
server instead of the original server and will therefore not be able to find it. 

Q) Besides rewriting the contents of the page, the rewrite process also takes 
care of handling cookies, variables normally set in the WAP browser using 
the setvar method in WML et cetera. Furthermore when the original server 
sends an HTTP redirect instead of the contents this redirect is processed as 
well. 

The consequent steps in the rewrite process are therefore: 
1) The sharing server sends an HTTP GET or POST request to the original 

server. The reply to this request might contain cookies, redirect HTTP 
status codes and/or a WML page which might contain multiple cards, 
links to other cards or other decks (pages I sites), absolute or relative 
resource references (e.g. for images) and variables in setvar tags. 

2) Search for cookies or variables set using the setvar method in the reply to 
the HTTP request received from the original server. lf any cookies are 
found, these are put in the database (and will be resent to the server for 
any subsequent request). Any variables in setvar tags will be put in the 
database as we U and will be used in the rest of the rewrite process when 
these variables are used in any resource location reference (link or 
image). 

3) The HTTP reply is analysed for a HTTP status code indicating a redirect 
(HTTP 301 or 302). When such a status code is found, the new location is 
read from the 'Location' header, the location in the database will be 
updated with this new value and the new location will be used to 
retrieve the content from. 

4) Reduce the deck to one card: if it contains just one card leave it as is, if 
not, there are two possibilities: 
- When the user did not ask for a specific card, the first card which is 

found in the deck is extracted and used in the further process 
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- When the user asked for a specific card, this card is searched for; if 
found it's extracted from the deck and used in the further process, if 
not found the output will be a message stating that the card 
requested does not exist on this deck. 

When the deck is reduced to one card the service adds some extra lines 
to this card in order to offer the user the possibility to end the sharing 
session by choosing a link in the context sensitive menu of his browser. 

S) The card is analysed in order to find out whether it contains an 
onentetforward or an ontimer statement. In both cases the location 
mentioned in this statement will be used to update the location in the 
database and the statement will be rewritten to contain the address of 
the sharing server (the show script) as new location. Th is implementation 
will for the other users result in skipping the page with the ontimer 
statement, but this will normally not cause any problems, because 
normally this will only be used to show some splash screen for a WAP 
service. 

6) Alllinks (URLs) in the card are rewritten in order to keep passing via the 
sharing server. For this part of the rewrite process several rules have 
been defined (because of the variety of ways to reference to a specific 
document: absolute or relative and if relative several possibilities exist): 
- lf the URL contains a variable (set before with a setvar tag) it's 

retrieved from the database and inserted at the place of the variable 
before continuing the rest of the rewrite process 

- Any question mark in the URL (being used to pass variables in an 
HTTP GET request) will be replaced by &amp; (the normal & of a GET 
request), because the whole URL will be sent in an extended GET 
request to the process_reqt script 

- When the URL starts with 'http://' or 'https:/1' it's an absolute URL 
and will therefore be used directly as the variable URL sent to the 
process _ reqt se ript 

- When the URL starts with 'wtai://' it's a linktoa Wireless Telephony 
Application (WTA) related address (for example to make a phone eaU 
directly from the WAP page) and the URL will not be rewritten. 

- When the URL starts with a '#' it's a link toanother card which was 
available on the same deck. The URL of the current deck will be 
retrieved from the database and the name of the card mentioned in 
the URL will be stored in the variable card. 

- When the URL starts with a '/' or with '.I' it pointtoa file intheroot 
of the server from which the service retrieved the current content. 
The server name is retrieved from the location of the current content 
(from the database) and together with the URL to rewrite it will be 
used as the variable U RL. 

- When the URL starts with ' . ./' it pointtoa file which is one or more 
directories up to the root. The number of occurrences of ' . ./' will be 
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counted and the location of the current content will betaken from 
the database to determine what will be the server name and the 
directory to use. logether with the filename (and possible directory 
names) mentioned after the (multiple) ' . ./' this will form the variable 
U RL. 

- When the URL does not start with any of the items mentioned in the 
previous 5 rules it points to a file in the same directory and on the 
same server as the location of the current content. The location of 
the current content will be retrieved from the database, the filename 
will be stripped off and together with the URL to rewrite this will 
form the variableU RL. 

Finally the rewrite process takes the variable URL as rewritten using one 
or more of the rules above and rewrites the URL as follows (unless the 
URL starts with wtai:/1 and was therefore not rewritten): 
http://address_of_server.ext/dir_name/process_reqt.php?URL=URL_varia 
bie&session I D=s/D&password=pwd&stage=x[&card=card] where 
URL_variable is the variable URL, s/D is the current sessioniD, pwd is the 
password corresponding to this session, x is the stage number for the 
next request and the variable card is optional. 
These same rules are used in step 5 in order to find out which new 
location to put in the database. 

7) All souree references will be rewritten as weU (for example for images on 
the page). For this the sa me rules will be used as mentioned in 6. 

8) Finally the HTTP headers will be stripped of the resulting HTTP reply. 
These headers will be sent as HTTP headers to the user(s) and the 
rewritten content will be sent as the content of the HTTP reply sent by 
the sharing server. 
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1 Specific implementation problems 
When analysing the description of the implementation of the service above and 
during the implementation of it, the following problems have been identified or 
experienced: 

Q) The impossibility of informing the other users of navigation between 
different cards on one deck with multiple cards: in normal WAP operation a 
deck (WAP page) can contain multiple cards (different parts of the page 
which are displayed separately), the whole deck is sent to the WAP browser 
and when navigating between cards on the samedeck the WAP browser just 
shows the cards it already received without sending a new request (from the 
memory of the browser). Sending just one card to the user has solved this 
problem: when no specific card was chosen the first card is sent (like in 
normal WAP usage), if a specific card was chosen only this card is sent. 

Q) When navigating on the page received by the users (or when requesting 
images in the page), they would normally send a request to either the 
original server (when the URL of the link or image uses an absolute path) or 
tothesharing serverfora file which does not exist (when the URL ofthe link 
or image uses a relative path). By rewriting all the URLs the service forces 
the users to keep passing through the scripts of the service when navigating 
on the shared page and to retrieve images (if any) from the original server. 

Q) Rewriting URLs and souree references for images. The format of URLs and 
souree references can be chosen from a lot of variants (either absolute or 
relative and if relative several possibilities exist). Writing some basic rules 
solved this problem. These rules are described in the chapter describing the 
rewrite process ofthe pages (chapter 6). 

Q) The possible existence of an 'onenterforward' string or a timer in the card 
sent to the end user. This problem was resolved processing the reference 
and updating the database. 

Q) The fact that several WAP services send another page format based on the 
ca pa bUities of the requesting user. For example: when a user requests a WAP 
service with a colour capable browser a page containing color images is sent 
to the user and when he requests it with a black and white browser a page 
with only black or grayscale images is sent. To solve this problem the service 
uses the value of the UserAgent of the user who requests the script show 
(received in the headers of the HTIP request from the user) and sends this 
as the UserAgent value of its own HTIP request to the original server. 
Furthermore the accept string of the request by the service is set in order to 
contain text!vnd . wap . wml to make sure it will not send an HTML instead of 
a WML page. 
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Q) The fact that some WAP services (just as the sharing service as well) rely 
heavily on the identification of the requesting user. This is normally done 
using the MSISDN (the mobile number), which is passed in the HTIP 
headers to services approved by the mobile operator. In order to solve this 
problem the MSISDN received in the HTIP headers is just passed on in the 
HTIP headers of the request by the sharing service. At this moment this is 
done for any WAP service, but in a future version it might, of course be 
implemented in such a way that it's only passed to approved services (just 
like what happens in the WAP gateway of the mobile operator which only 
sends this information to approved services). 

Q) The fact that the request for the show script is always the same for all users 
in the same sharing session and with the same stage number, which might 
cause the WAP gateway to send a cached version of the page which is 
therefore not based on the MSISDN and U serAgent of the current user. Th is 
problem was solved adding HTIP headers to the response of this script, 
which forbid the WAP browser of the terminal and the WAP gateway to 
cache this response. 

Q) The possibility of a WAP servertosend an HTIP redirect, which is normally 
processed by the browser of the end user. Th is problem has been solved by 
checking for a 301 or 302 status in the HTIP headers of the response. When 
one of these status codes occur the Location header is retrieved and its 
value is written as the new URL in the database. The user is redirected (with 
an onenterforward) to the show script a ga in in order to load the page. 

Q) When a WAP page contains a form with which information can be submitted 
to the server, this information is submitted to the sharing server instead. Of 
course this information needs to be resent to the original server. Reading out 
all GET and POST variables in the request received by the sharing server has 
solved this problem. When these variables are not sharing service-specific 
variables they will be sent in the request to the original server in either the 
URL for GET variables or in the body of the request for POST variables (a 
combination of both GETand POST variables is possible as well). 

Q) When a WAP page sends a cookie, the sharing server receives this cookie and 
it will therefore not be taken care of by the WAP gateway or the WAP 
browser of the end user. Th is problem has been solved letting the sharing 
server store all caokies in its database and sending them to the original 
server for all consequent requests following the rules for the use of cookies. 
This implementation follows the basic behaviour defined by [4] when 
looking at the sharing server as a semi-equivalent of a WAP gateway. 

Q) A WAP page can contain a link to a secure server using the HTIPS protocol. 
Of course, when passing by an intermediate server (the sharing server), no 
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secure link can be established. When an HTTPS link is found in a WAP page, 
this link is translated as described above, but in addition to this the variable 
mode is set to secure. At this moment the service tries to retrieve the 
content using a non-secure conneetion anyway. A future version might 
generate a warning and not retrieve the content or tell the user that a secure 
document is requested, but that the sharing service will try to retrieve the 
document using an unsecure link. At that moment the user can decide that 
it's not secure to use the sharing service for sharing this page or can 
continue sharing it. 

0 A WAP page can use setvar tags in order to set variables in the WAP User 
Agent. These will normally be processed by the visiting sharing user in most 
cases, but these can also be used in order to define a (common) part of a 
URL in a link. Because URLs are rewritten, the sharing server has to take care 
of the use of variables in URLs. This problem has been solved using the 
scenario described in the chapter which describes the rewrite process 
(chapter 6): the variables are put in the database and if the URL contains a 
variable it's retrieved from the database and inserted at the place of the 
variable. 

0 Ergonomie and user-friendly interface problems. These problems have been 
identified and analysed in cooperation with an ergonomie specialist of 
FTR&D. The user dialogues have been implemented using the results of this 
study. 
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8 Possible problems and extensions of the service 
8.1 Time delay 
A disadvantage of this implementation of the service might be the time delay: 
for the originating user (i.e. the first originating user or any other user in step 1) 
this won't be a problem, because the page will be displayed without much extra 
delay. However for the other user(s) a delay will be caused by the fact that 
he/they have to receive the WAP push message and then start retrieving the 
page. Th is means an extra delay will be caused: the time it takes to generate and 
receive the WAP push message. The generation of the message will only take a 
few milliseconds (the time it takes for the script of the FTR&D SMS Initiator as 
described in part I, chapter 3 to run) and the message can be sent using SMS, 
which means it will take a few seconds to arrive. This time seems to be a 
relatively acceptable delay for this implementation, but an exact delay time 
depends on the operation status (for example saturation, capacity, et cetera) of 
the SMSC used. However, when using a PPG to send the WAP push message 
which support WAP push over lP it can use the possibility to directly push the 
message to an lP address if an active session exists and the PPG knows the 
details of this session (specifically MSISDN to lP address mapping). Th is means 
the relatively high delay will only exist for the first WAP push message (which is 
sent using SMS because no active WAP session exists)8

• Therefore, a second 
version of the WAP Sharing Service has been developed. 

8.2 Sharing sensitiue or personal information 
A nother possible problem of the service is the possibility toshare any WAP page. 
Therefore it might be possible to share a WAP page with sensitive or personal 
information: as soon as one user can access it by identifying himself for 
example, the possibility exists that the other users can retrieve the same 
information without identifying themselves. This problem could be solved by 
adding a 'access rights policy' to the WAP Sharing Service (this functionality has 
not been implemented in the prototype of the WAP Sharing Service as described 
here). 

8.3 Support of the required functionalities by mobile terminals 
Finally, the support of the required functionalities by the mobile terminals used 
by end users of the WAP Sharing Service might be a problem. Therefore, a list of 
prerequisites that apply to a terminal to be used for the WAP Sharing Service 
has been defined (as described in chapter 9). 

8 A special version of the prototype of the WAP Sharing Service has been implemented in order 
totest the time advantages ofthe WAP push over lP application. Unfortunately, the mobile 
terminals (Trium Eclipse) currently used for showing the prototype of this service as described 
here do notsupport WAP push messages over lP. Therefore these advantages could not be 
tested, but they seem to be important 
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The WAP Sharing Service can offer an even better user experience when the 
following two extensions are implemented: 

Q) Presence server 
The service can be extended by adding a specific server to the mobile 
netwerk. Th is so-called presence server is basically an extra netwerk element 
which knows all existing voice connections in the mobile netwerk (from 
which MSISDN to which MSISDN) and which offers an interface that can 
receive a request for information about a possibly existing conneetion of a 
specific MSISDN and can reply to this request with the MSISDN of the 
mobile with which the requested MSISDN is communicating. This presence 
server can be used for several applications, but in the case of the WAP 
Sharing Service it's extremely useful in order to avoid the extra question to 
the user with who he wants to share a WAP page: when a voice conneetion 
with a nother user exists the WAP page is automatically shared with this user. 
Of course, the service should still offer the possibility to add more users to 
the list of sharing partners. 
Finally the presence server might offer an interface on which the sharing 
service can ask the establishment of a voice connection. lf this interface is 
available and no voice conneetion exists, the WAP Sharing Service can use 
the presence server to establish the voice conneetion automatically at the 
sa me time as the establishment of a sharing session. 

Q) Synchronisation of bookmarks and telephone book 
At this moment, the service has it's own database with user relative 
information, such as bookmarks and a telephone book. Multiple WAP 
servicescan use this information, so a possible extension of the service could 
be the synchronisation of these bookmarks and telephone book. This 
synchronisation is possible on two levels: 
- Synchronisation on WAP service level: once a bockmark or telephone 

number is used in one of the WAP services (e.g. the WAP Sharing Service) 
of the mobile operator, it'll be available in all WAP services of this mobile 
operator 

- Synchronisation between phone and WAP Sharing Service: a 
synchronisation (periodically or on user's request) between the WAP 
bookmarks and the centacts in the telephone with the data available for 
the WAP Sharing Service can make the use of the service much easier 

Of course, a combination of both synchronisation levels would be the best 
solution: bookmarks and centacts from the telephone are synchronised 
periodically or on user's request with the WAP portal and are therefore 
available for all WAP services within this WAP portaL 
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9 Prerequisites of terminals for u se with this service 
The number of prerequisites ofthe terminals used for the WAP sharing service is 
very small. However, these prerequisites are very important in order to be able 
to use the service. Therefore, the first prerequisites mentioned below have a 
MUST character and the last prerequisite has a SHOULD character as defined by 
[16]. 

For the use of the WAP Sharing Service, the terminal used has to support the 
WAP Push specifications. This should normally be the case for almost any 
mobile terminal support the WAP 1.2 specifications. However, these 
specifications leave a lot of choices to the manufacturers and this service 
requires a rigarous implementation of these specifications. 

The following prerequisites apply for the terminals in order to be able to use the 
WAP sharing service: 

0 Support of WAP version 1.2 with correct support for WAP Push features 
- Support of WAP Push Service lndication (MUST) 

Support of WAP Push Service loading (SL) where the following 
behaviour must apply (MUST): 
1) Receiving an SL MUST be possible in both connected and not 

connected state 
2) When receiving an SL with execute-high as action parameter, the URL 

in the SL message must be loaded immediately without asking the 
user's permission (at least in connected state) 

The terminal MUST support to receive WAP Push messages over SMS 
The terminal SHOULD support to receive an SL message over lP 

0 In order to achieve the best user experience the terminal SHOULD support a 
voice and a data communication at the sa me time. 

For the moment the only mobile terminal that fulfils most of these demands is 
the Triurn Eclipse (all except the support for the SL message over lP and the 
support of a voice and data communication at the sa me time). For that reason, 
this telephone has been used in order to show the prototype of the WAP Sharing 
Service. UMTS terminals are expected to support a voice and _data 
communication at the same time (this functionality is already foreseen in the 
specification of GPRS). The other prerequisites can in that case be demanded to 
the manufacturers of the terminals. 
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In this part of the document a salution for the problem of simultaneous 
consultation of information in mobile networks has been analysed, developed 
and implemented. This salution extensively uses WAP Push technologies 
(especially the Service lndication and Service Loading message types) and has been 
implemented using currently available network elements and services. Where 
necessary these elements and services have been developed for use by the WAP 
Sharing Service. 

The developed salution takes into account several possible problems, such as 
several specific elements in WAP pages that need to be rewritten in order to 
work correctly when using this solution, device specific pages (where the 
content is adapted to the capabilities of the device used), et cetera. Several 
minor problems remain unsolved, but these problems do not have a large 
impact on the use of the service by its end users. 
The WAP Sharing Service easily allows existing WAP services to integrate the 
sharing possibility, which reduces development cycles, development costs and 
enables service providers to enrich their service with a new feature. 

For the use of the WAP Sharing Service, the terminal used has to support the 
WAP Push specifications. This should normally be the case for almost any 
mobile terminal that supports the WAP 1.2 specifications. However, these 
specifications leave a lot of choices to the manufacturers and this service 
requires a rigarous implementation of these specifications. Specific 
prerequisites for use with this service have been described in this part of the 
document. 

Finally, two possible extensions of the service, which can make the service 
easier to u se for its end users have been proposed. 

On the service developed and described in this part of this document France 
Télécom R&D has applied for a patent in France and the European procedure 
will be started shortly. 
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GPRS: Quasi always-on 
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1 Introduetion and problem definition 
1.1 Definition of the problem 
For many applications using a mobile data conneetion GPRS seems to have a lot 
of advantages when compared to a classic circuit-switched GSM connection. 
Some of these advantages from the user's point of view are: new billing method 
(the user only pays for the amount of data he has transferred and not for the 
time he's been connected), 'always-on' connectivity, IP-like network (when used 
to fLXed Internet use, using GPRS is very transparent for the end user). However, 
the 'always-on' feature causes several problems: at this moment - for both 
technical (for example the lack of lP addresses) and economical (when a user is 
always-on the GPRS network is not used efficiently) reasons - the GPRS 
conneetion cannot be permanent (i.e. a mobile disposing of a GPRS conneetion 
wilt never have a permanent lP address and connection). 

Because the 'always-on' feature can be a necessity for several applications 
anyway (one could think of a food I beverage distributor which can be 
controlled remotely for example), the purpose of this study was to achieve a 
situation that lies close to the 'always-on' situation: quasi always-on. 

1.2 Introduetion 
In order to achieve the quasi always-on situation as described in the definition 
of the problem a step-by-step approach has been used which started with a 
detailed definition of the problem and aimed solution, followed by the 
specification and development of a prototype. 

This quasi always-on GPRS solution can also be useful for direct mobile-to
mobile communications and therefore for interactive data sharing applications 
between mobile devices (especially PDA's). This application has not been 
studied in detail however. 
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In order to define the problem of the •always-on• feature in GPRS, the GPRS 
architecture will be described first. The architecture of the GPRS network is 
basically as follows. 

MS 
PLMN 

lP network 

In this picture the following entities appear: 
Q) AS Application Server 
Q) GGSN Gateway G PRS Support Node 
Q) MS mobile station 
Q) POP Packet Data Protocol (generic name for public packet networks) 
Q) PLMN Public Land Mobile Network 
Q) SGSN Serving GPRS Support Node 

In the GPRS network a POP context is the information needed to •keep alive• a 
GPRS connection. This context is basically a collection of parameters. The most 
important parameters of a POP context are: 
Q) IMSI International Mobile Subscriber ldentity, this parameter 

identifies the subscriber (the user) of the service 
Q) MSISDN Mobile Station ISDN number: the public telephone number 

of the mobile station 
Q) NSAPI Network layer Service Access Point ldentifier 
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0 Oynamic addr. lndicates whether the PDP address is dynamic or static 
0 QoS profile The quality of service profile negotiated 

negotiated 
0 SGSN Address The lP address of the SGSN currently serving this MS 
0 APN The Access Point Name requested by the MS 

This context is stored at three places: in the mobile station, in the SGSN and in 
the GGSN. 

In the GPRS architecture four basic operations are defined: 
0 The ATTACH is the registration to an SGSN. This has to be achieved before 

requestinga PDP context activatien (mostly doneon turn on of the mobile) 
0 The POP context activation is the registration to a GGSN where a PDP 

context is created (and a PDP address is being allocated; in most cases this is 
an 1Pv4 address nowadays). Furthermore adapted co pies of this PDP context 
are created in the SGSN and the MS 

0 The POP context deactivation means the release of the PDP context (and 
thus the release of the PDP address) 

0 The OETACH eperation removes the registration from the SGSN (mostly 
done on turn off of the mobile) 
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When using GPRS we can distinguish possible connections in three basic 
communication types: 
0 Mobile - Server c:ommunic:ations 

- Mobile-ta-Server 
- Server-ta-Mobile 

0 Mobile - Mobile c:ommunic:ations 

These communication types will be discussed below. 

3.1 Mobile- Server communications: Mobile-to-Server 

This communication type is basically used for web I WAP navigation and is the 
type of communication for which GPRS was originally meant. Therefore this 
communication type is made relatively easy by the communication protocols: 
0 A standard protocol allows the MS to create a POP context with the SGSN 

and the GGSN in order to contact a server. This simple exchange will be 
referenced to as POP context activation by the mobile. 

0 Other protoeals allow the deactivation of a POP context. The POP context 
may for example be released after a predefined inactivity time (time out). 
This release can be initiated by the mobile station, by the GGSN or by 
another netwerk element (the APN for example) asking the GGSN for POP 
context deactivation. 

3.2 Mobile - Server communications: Server-to-Mobile 
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This communication type, wherein a server tries to reach a mobile, is more 
complex in GPRS. We should distinguish several cases: 

Q) An actiue POP context exists 
Th is can be the case when: 
a) No timer has expired (in the MS or in the GGSN or a nother netwerk element) 
b) The 'always-on' feature is active for the GPRS communication (i.e. no timers) 
When an active POP context exists we can distinguish this case again in two 
types based on whether the POP address is known by the server or not: 
1) The server knows the mobile POP address 

In this case the server sends a POP datagram to the mobile POP address. 
This datagram is routed to the GGSN. The GGSN retrieves the information 
necessary to tunnel it to the SGSN (the SGSN lP address, the IMSI and the 
NSAPI) which wiU forward the datagram to the mobile. This method is 
mandatoryin the GPRS normand will therefore always be supported in the 
G PRS netwerk. 

2) The server does not know the mobile POP address 
In this case the server has to find out the mobile POP address in order to be 
able tosend its datagram to this address as in 1). In order to get this address: 
- The server can be contacted by the mobile station itself 
- Using an identifier for the mobile station, the server can ask the GPRS 

netwerk for the POP address. However this method is not covered by the 
GPRS specification. More information about this method is described 
below in the No active POP context exists case 

Q) No actiue POP context exists 
When no active POP context exists again several cases can be distinguished: 
1) The mobile is statically addressed 

In this case, the mobile has a dedicated POP address, even when no POP 
context is active: 
a) A static table which links POP addresses and IMSI's exists in the GGSN 

The server uses the static POP address when sending the data to the 
GGSN. The GGSN wiU retrieve the IMSI from its table and will send a 
request for POP context activatien to the SGSN using this IMSI. The 
SGSN will contact the mobile with this request; then the POP context 
activation by the mobile is done and the data can be send from the GGSN 
to the mobile via the SGSN. 

b) No static table exists 
In this case the problem is the same as when the mobile is dynamically 
addressed (see 2). 

2) The mobile is dynamically addressed 
This is normally the case nowadays, because the lack of 1Pv4 addresses, 
which prohibits static addressing. However in 1Pv6 networks, the mobile 
could be statically addressed. 
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When the mobile is dynamically addressed, two possibilities exist to send a 
POP datagram to the mobile anyway: 
a) The server could contact the mobile by another way to ask it to contact 

the server (for example using SMS as bearer) 
b) The server could contact the mobile network to request the creation of a 

POP context 

Some possible solutions are discussed below. 
Q) Network requested POP context activation with User-10 

For this solution a mobile User-10 is used as a mobile identification. 
This can for example be the MSISON or an e-mail address. This solution 
requires two new functional entities: 
1) An Address Resolver (AR) 

The AR contains a table which links User-IOs to the IMSI 
2) A Proxy Application Server (Proxy AS) 

- Consults the AR 
- Checks for an existing POP context 
- Creates a POP context if no active POP context exists 
- Returns the lP address to the requesting server 

The processof contactinga mobile station is as follows for this solution: 
The AS sends a requestfora User-10 to the Proxy AS, which contacts the 
AR to ask whether the data can be sent to this User-10. When the AR 
finds this User-10 in its table it acknowledges this question and the Proxy 
AS will ask the AR for the IMSI (the AR can find this in its table). The 
Proxy AS then verifies whether an active POP context exists (it checks its 
cache); if not it will retrieve the lP address of the SGSN for this MS and it 
will send a request for activation to this SGSN. The SGSN sends this 
request to the mobile and the PDP context activation by the mobile is done. 
The GGSN will then send the POP address to the Proxy AS, which will 
update its cache and forward this address to the AS. The AS canthen use 
this address and send its data to this POP address. The data will arrive at 
the mobile via the GGSN and the SGSN. 
Th is process is depicted below. 

AR 

Pro>4J AS 

AS 
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Q) POP context activatien triggered by a ONS query 
For this salution a mobile ONS name will be the identifier of the 
mobile. Th is solution requires one new functional entity: a PONS server: 
- Specific ONS for the mobile network 
- Gdns interface to the GGSN to create the context 
A schematic overview of the resulting network entities is depicted below. 

PONS 

Ga.. 

target UE GGSN 

ONS 

Application 
Server 

For this solution the processof contactinga mobile station is as follows: 
The Application Server will send a standard ONS request using the 
mobile ONS name to the PONS server. The PONS server will verify 
whether it has a POP address for the requested mobile ONS name in its 
database where the time-to-live (TIL) has oot expired. lf this is the case 
this is the POP address which it will send to the AS. Jf it has expired or is 
oot available in its database the PONS will request the GGSN whether an 
active POP context is available for the IMSI (found in a table in the PONS 
server based on the mobile ONS name requested). Jf a POP context is 
available the GGSN will send the corresponding POP address to the 
PONS server. Else a request for activatien will be sent through the GGSN 
and the SGSN and the POP context activation by the mobile wilt take place. 
Th en the GGSN sends the POP address of the newly created POP context 
to the PONS server. 
Finally the PONS server cao send the POP address plus the TIL to the AS 
which wilt then send its data using this POP address through the GGSN 
and the SGSN. 

This solution uses standard web operations (ONS queries) and is 
therefore pretty transparent to the end user. 

Q) SMS push service 
For this solution the mobile MSISDN is the identifier for the mobile. 
One new functional entity will have to be added to imptement this 
solution: a Service Center (SC) server to access the operator network 
(connection to the SM S-C used tosend SMS messages). 

For the process of contacting a mobile station with this solution we cao 
distinguish two cases based on the size of the data to send to the mobile: 
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1) Process for small messages 
The AS will contact the SC server and send it the MSISDN, the access 
network information and the data. Then the SC will send the data to 
the mobile using SMS. 

User 

1. Pushing Message to SC 

D 

2) Process for conneetion 

RAN& 
GPRS Network 

Service 
Center 

Application 
Server 

The AS will contact the SC server and send it the MSISDN and the 
access network information. The SC will sendan SMS message to the 
mobile asking it to contact the AS on its PDP address. The POP context 
activation by the mobile will take place and the mobile will contact the 
AS using this connection. The AS canthen deliver its data. 

User RAN & Service Application 
GPRS Network Center Server 

1. Pushing Notification to SC 

D 
2. o.u •• nro:lo" 1(; ?) 

~._~· I D 

Q) The Internet way 
Th is solution is basedon the Internet way of communication: the way to 
contact a mobile station is using its last known POP address. The MS 
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will keep the conneetion alive by performing regular polling to the 
content server. 

3.3 Mobile - Mobile communications 

In order to simplify the case of mobile-to-mobile communications we observe 
the similarity of this case and the server-to-mobile case from the moment the 
initiating mobile has obtained its POP context. 
However, this might be a generalization, which is not valid in all cases and has 
therefore be validated in all cases. Furthermore, some processes can be slightly 
optimised in this case (e.g. no need to get out of the operator network for 
example on a PONS). 
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The two pictures below form a summary of the several cases discussed before. 

r "Always-on" l ... 
J 

.. CONNEeTION ... ... 
YES 

ALWAYS 
.....__. 

Permanentor f-' 

temporary lP 

Does the server 
... knowthe POP 

YES 
... 

address? 

NO ... ... CONNEeTION ... 
YES 

Active POP Permanent lP 
session available? 

Is there a static table 
.... (permanent POP address I 

YES 
... 

IMSI) implemented on the 
GGSN? 

Does the mobile NO .... NO .. have a permanent ... 
... 

POP address? 

NO ... ... 

In the picture above three pointers end in the same situation. This situation is 
depicted below. 
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In order to compare the different solutions as proposed above in this chapter 
specific bottlenecks in the GPRS network will be analyzed and the solutions will 
be classified and evaluated. 

4.1 GPRS bottlenecks 
In a GPRS environment two basic problems will occur when implementing an 
•always-on• service: 
Q) Various factors could cause the release or disconnection of a POP context 

(for example re-user of the POP address used) 
Q) A private addressing scheme (Network Address Translation, NAT) causes 

various constraints 
A schematic overview of these two problems is depicted below. 

i 
• I 

I 
I 

I PLMN 

Starage of the PDP context 
(e.g.: 80.000 max) 

Possible 
timers or 
automatic 
DETACH 

I 
I 

AS 
(private) 

Applicat ion Gateway 
(e.g.: operator WEB proxy) 
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In this paragraph the main differences between the different solutions are 
described, from a server point of view. This leads to a classification of the 
possible solutions in 5 classes. The advantages and disadvantages are mentioned 
for each class in order to be able to compare them. 
Q) Natiue lP solutions 

This class of solutions is only possible when using a static lP addressing 
scheme. In that case, it's transparent to external servers. 

,-----, 2 

_,"' ."".-- ........ ' 
" "" ... i ~." -3 ---1 1 

D 
PA• 
tz1 

<±> For external servers, this class of solutions leads to a transparent 
communication 

<±> Th is class of solutions is generic for all web services 
8 Oifficult to deploy in the existing infrastructure (packet routing to 

gateway, etc) 
8 Traffic load of the gateway (all packets for users of the GPRS network are 

routed through the same gateway). Therefore load-balancers are needed 
to filter the packets 

8 The dialog between the HLR and the GGSN is currently not implemented 
Q) ONS request solutions 

However this class of solutions is not transparent to external servers, they 
can use standard lP operations (ONS requests) when using it: a quasi
transparent class of solutions. 

2 

1 

... D 4 

r~-
5 

<±> Quasi-transparent to external servers 
<±> Easy to implementin existing GPRS infrastructure 
<±> Possibility of dedicating a PONS to a class of services (for example 

professional services) by using different PONS addresses 
8 External servers need to handle ONS resolution expiration 
8 The dialog between the H LR and the GGSN is currently not implemented 

(needed for POP context activation) 
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A simpte request (an encoded version of a message like Please contact this 
seroice ... ) is sent to the mobile when using this elass of solutions. For sending 
this message a non-lP bearer is used (for example WAP push using SMS). 

D -
<±> No need for large databases (using MSISDN aliases) 
<±> Simpte operations for the gateway (e.g. sending SMS messages) 
8 Different communication patterns for different GPRS communication 

types (server-ta-mobile <·> mobile-ta-server) which causes more 
complexity for services 

0 'Stay aliue• solutions 
In 'Stay alive' solutions the elient perfarms any operations to keep alive its 
POP context and regularly informs the service of its current POP address. 

i ~1 
+----

D -
<±> Transparent communication for external servers (using lP address 

caching) 
<±> Specifically adapted for use with services transferring data with a higher 

frequency than the minimum GPRS disconnection delay (POP context 
timeout, POP address release, etc) 

8 Expensive for the elient if charged proportionally to the transferred 
amount of data, because keeping the conneetion a live means generating 
traffic 

8 Does not solve the possible problem of the lack of lP addresses: because 
the conneetion is kept alive, the lP address attributed to the mobile 
device cannot be reused by another mobile device 

0 'Always-on' solutions 
This is the ideal case where the operator implements the 'always-on' option 
as an option for the GPRS subscription. This salution can cause several 
problems that have to be evaluated: 
- financial problems: the price of pubtic lP addresses, starage costs for the 

POP context 
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- technical problems: starage limitation of the GGSN, constraints when 
using NAT, network dimensioning 

The operator has to take a decision whether or not to imptement this option 
based on the evaluation of these two problems. 

(±) ldeal situation for both elient and server 
8 Costs of starage and static lP addressing 
8 Technical starage Hmitation, network dimensioning 

D 
~-

8 Subject to operator decision, which is a problem for short- to medium
term products 

4.3 Additional constraints and features 
The purpose of this study is to find a generic salution for the three GPRS 
communication types (x-ta-mobile connections). In the various cases we have 
different constraints. The final salution should therefore fulfill all of these 
constraints: 
0 Server-ta-Mobile: allow the activatien of a POP context and conneetion 

between a server and a mobile (i.e. establishing a conneetion between the 
proper applications on both server and mobile side) within a conneetion 
establishment time which is acceptable for the users 

0 Mobile-ta-Mobile: allow communications between two mobiles without any 
additional network elements or architecture 

0 Spamming issue: 
- Services and servers allowed to make connections should be controlled 

globally 
- For each mobile user services allowed to make connections should be 

controlled selectively 

Furthermore, the generic salution would preferably be transparent from the 
server point of view, by making it behave like a standard lP conneetion (possibly 
with an additional compulsory ONS request. 

The salution chosen, based on the evaluation in the previous paragraphs and 
the additional constraints and features mentioned above is the DNS request 
salution because it corresponds the best with these constraints and features and 
is relatively easy to implement. 
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During this study a prototype of the DNS request solution has been developed 
in order to show the technical feasibility and to be able to perform testing on 
this solution. 

5.1 Area couered by the prototype 
The prototype does not cover the whole problem area for •quasi always-on• 
communication using GPRS. Three problems related to contactinga mobile that 
can dispose of a GPRS conneetion are: 
0 Address translation issues (Network Address Translation I NAT and I or Port 

Address Translation I PAT) 
0 Dynamic lP resolution 
0 The GPRS always-on problem 

In order to allow communications between two GPRS-connected mobiles 
(mobile-to-mobile) and I or communications between a server located in the 
addressing area of the APN and a GPRS-connected mobile (limited server-tc
mobile) solving the last two issues is sufficient. 
For allowing communications between any server (servers in the local 
addressing area of the APN and external servers on the Internet; real server-ta
mobile) and a GPRS-connected mobile all three problems have to be solved. The 
address translation issues however, are strictly related to the security policy of 
the mobile operator. Therefore, no generic solution can be found for these 
problems and it has not been implemented in the prototype. However, solving 
these problems should technically not be very difficult. 

5.2 lmplementation 
The prototype implementation of the chosen DNS request solution implements 
the following software elements in order to show the mobile-to-mobile or 
server-to-mobile connectivity: 
0 An improved GPRS driver written in C++ fora Windows 2000 platform, which 

can 
- Detect the current state of conneetion (GPRS conneetion exists or not) 
- Determine the receipt of an SMS and perform the retrieval of its 

contents 
- Listen for a request on a specific port (a special ping request; see 5.3 for 

more information) and reply to it 
- Decode a Session Initiatien Request (SIR) received via SMS and act on it 

(i.e. creating a PDP context and therefore a GPRS conneetion and using 
this conneetion to contact the server with the lP address mentioned in 
the SIR message) 

0 An adapted DNS server written in Java and based on the open-souree DNS 
tools package dnsjava by Brian Wellington [21 ], which supports to 
- Receive, analyze and reply to a standard DNS request 
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- Send a special ping request (see 5.3 for a detailed description) 
- Do a dynamic update of its zonefile upon receipt of an HTTP request (in 

order to update the 'last known lP address') 

A detailed description of the improved GPRS driver and the advanced DNS 
server can be found in chapter 6. 

5.3 Experimental scenario 
This paragraph describes the experimental scenario of contacting a mobile 
device that can dispose of a GPRS conneetion using the prototype solution as 
described in 5.2. 

The entity initiating the contact request is a GPRS-connected mobile or a server 
located in the addressing area of the GPRS APN of the mobile device that can 
dispose of a GPRS connection. The mobile has been attributed the DNS name 
o6xxxxxxxx.mobile.orange.fr in the DNS, where o6xxxxxxxx is the MSISDN. The 
adapted DNS server is known by the initiating application for DNS name 
resolving. 

The process of contacting the mobile is as follows: 
1) The application requests the DNS resolution of the name 06 

xxxxxxxx.mobile.orange.fr. 

~-· 
' 

2) Two possible cases exist: 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' l8J ~ 
SIR : 

SMSC Platform 

[ 

lnthe NAT J 
or GPRS-

connected 

lP 

0 The adapted DNS server does not know an lP address for this mobile DNS 
name. In that case the process continues at step 4 

0 The adapted DNS server has a 'last-known' lP address for this mobile DNS 
name. In that case the process continues at step 3 
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3) When the adapted ONS server has a 'last-known' lP address for the requested 
mobile ONS name in its database, it wilt check the availability of the mobile 
(i.e. check if the mobile with this name is still connected and still has the 
'last-known' lP address). For this check two possibilities exist: 
Q) Using a RADIUS request: the RADIUS (Remote Authentication Diat-In 

User Service) knows aU active GPRS connections and can check whether 
the 'last-known' lP address corresponds to the MSISDN which can be 
abstracted from the mobile ONS name requested 

Q) Using a special ping request. This is a short-term salution for performing 
the check, because the RADIUS does not offer an interface for 
performing a query as described above at this moment. In this case a 
ping-like request is sent to the 'last-known' lP address on a non-standard 
port number (3000). The improved GPRS driver listens on this port and 
returns the MSISDN as a reply in order to let the advanced ONS server 
know the MSISDN of the mobile currently connected to this lP address. lf 
this MSISDN does not correspond to the MSISDN in the mobile ONS 
name or if the special ping request times out, the advanced ONS server 
knows that the 'last-known' lP address is not correct. 
Else, the 'last-known' lP address is correct and this address is sent to the 
initiating service in the ONS reply. In this case the process continues 
with step 7. 

~-· .... ... 
modem \ 
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4) lf the 'last-known' lP address is not correct or the advanced DNS server 
knows no lP address, the DNS server will trigger the sending of an SIR 
message via SMS to the MSISDN that can be abstracted from the mobile 
DNS name. For this purpose the advanced DNS server sends an HTTP 
request to the FTR&D SMS Initiator as described in part I, chapter 3. 

-i-· ... 
· modem \ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

A I8J ~ 
No -7 SIR 

• • • • • • • • • ••• • ••• ••••••• 

PI 

[ 

lntheNAT J 
orGPRS· 

connected 

lP 

. ........... . .... 
Yes -7 ONS reply 

S) The improved GPRS driver will detect the arrival of the SIR message in an 
SMS. lt will recognise the SMS as a SIR message and will decode it. When 
decoded, the improved GPRS driver will (re-)establish the GPRS connection. 
Using this conneetion the improved GPRS driver will contact the lP address 
mentioned in the SIR message. This lP address is the address of the 
advanced DNS server. In its request the improved GPRS driver will tell the 
advanced DNS server its MSISDN; the advanced DNS server can retrieve the 
new lP address by looking for the address of the host performing this 
request. The advanced DNS server will then update its database with this 
new information. 

PI 

[ 

lntheNATJ 
orGPRS-

connected 

lP 

SMSC Platform 
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6) The advanced DNS server will reply to the original DNS request using the 
newly updated data from its database. 

-/i .. 
.... ... 

modem \ 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' [CSJ ~ 
SIR : 

PI 

[ loth•NAT J or GPRS-
connected 

lP 

DNS reply 
... 

7) Finally the initiating service can use the lP address it received in the DNS 
reply to contact the mobile and communicate with it. 
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6 lmproved GPRS driverand advanced ONS server 
This chapter is a detailed description of the improved GPRS driver and the 
advanced ONS server used in the prototype of the chosen ONS request solution 
as described in chapter s. 

6.1 lmproued GPRS driver 
The improved GPRS driver has been implemented in C++ using Microsoft Visual 
Studio 6.0 and has partially been based on RasJazz [23] for the dial-up 
conneetion functions and the Seriallibrary for C++ [22] for the communication 
with the serial port of the computer. lt's a graphical application running on the 
Windows 2000 platform using a GPRS modem. 
lts functionality is composed of several items: 
0 Automatic functionality. In this operating mode (which has to be launched 

by clicking on a button in the graphical application dialog for the current 
prototype, but can theoretically be launched automatically as well) the 
application initialises the GPRS modem and starts listening for SMS 
messages to arrive. Whenever an SMS message arrives, the application will 
analyze the message to find out the message type. lf the message is an SIR 
message it will decode the message, create a GPRS conneetion using the 
GPRS modemand contact the lP address mentioned in the SIR message. lt 
will contact this lP address on a non-standard port (3001) and sends its 
MSISON (which has to be stored in a conftguration file called msisdn.txt) to 
the advanced ONS server in this way (see 6.2 for more information). 

0 Manual functionality. In this operating mode (which is the default operating 
mode before clicking on the button mentioned above for the current 
prototype) the user can click on a button to establish or disconneet a GPRS 
connection. 

0 Furthermore (in both operating modes) when the application is launched it 
automatically starts listening for a special ping request on a non-standard 
port (3000). Whenever it receives a conneetion on this port it replies with the 
MSISON the application finds in the configuration file mentioned above. The 
special ping request is in fact just the opening of a socket conneetion from 
the advanced ONS server as described in 6.2 to the lP address of the mobile 
terminal on port 3000. The ONS server does not send any information on this 
socket. When such a socket is opened the improved GPRS driver looks in the 
file c:\msisdn.txt (a plain text configuration file containing the MSISON of 
the mobile terminal) and sends the number it finds in this file to the 
originator of this socket conneetion (the advanced ONS server). 

0 Finally the application prints its status information in the graphical window 
for possible user feedback. In this way, the end user can always verify the 
current status of the application and the GPRS conneetion by takinga look 
at this status string. 
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The improved GPRS driver is a double-threaded application: 
Q) One thread for the ma in application: the graphical interface which offers the 

user the possibility to start its functionality in automatic or manual 
eperating mode. 

Q) A second thread that listens for the special ping request on port 3000. 
This multi-threading implementation was necessary because the special ping 
request listener function is a blocking function. Therefore this function would 
block the application if it were not called in a separate thread. When the special 
ping request listener function has received and replied to a special ping request 
it will automatically relaunch itself to start listening for the next special ping 
request. 

When the program is launched the two threads are launched immediately: first 
of all the main application with the graphical interface is launched by opening 
the application. As soon as the graphical interface is depicted on the screen the 
other thread, which runs a function (pseudoPingUstener) tostart listening for the 
special ping request on port 3000, is launched. 

The graphical interface ofthe improved GPRS driver has been depicted below. 

''- FTR8.:D GPRS dialog ,,... ·: · , u 

Start ~ for SIR metsage 

&france telecom 
R&O Discornet GPRS cameetion 

1':1 

Ready 

This interface contains four buttons: 
Q) Start waiting SIR message 
Q) Disconneet GPRS conneetion 
Q) Establish GPRS conneetion 
Q) Close 

Estabf!Sh GPAS conneetion I 

The second and the third button (establish and disconneet GPRS connection) 
are for the manual functionality of the program: with these buttons a GPRS 
conneetion can manually be established and disconnected. The first button 
(Start waiting SIR message) can be used tostart the automatic functionality. In 
fact this button launches the function OnSIRWaitDlg. This function starts with 
the initialisation of the serial port to which the GPRS modem is connected 
(COM1). lf this initialisation succeeded it eaUs the function WaitModemMessage 
which is a blocking function which listens on theserial portfora message from 
the modem. lf a message from the modem is received this function writes this 
message in the uariable tszModemMessage which is used by the function 
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AnalyseModemMessage which is called in that case. This function reads the 
tszModemMessage. When it contains '+CMTI', the modem message is a 
notification of a new SMS message and the function reads the rest of the 
message to retrieve the ID of the new SMS message. Then it sends an AT 
command to the modem (AT+CMGR=xxx where xxx is the ID of the SMS 
message) which ask the modemtosend the SMS message to the improved GPRS 
driver. The function then analyses this message and finally deletes the SMS 
from the SIM card by sending another AT message to the modem 
(AT+CMGD=xxx). 
AnalyseModemMessage always returns a DecodeStatus (even when the 
tszModemMessage does not contain '+CMTI' and is therefore not the 
notification of a new SMS message). Th is DecodeStatus has a value from a list of 
four possible values: 
Q) STATUS_SUCCESS_WITH_PORT when the modem message was a 

notification of a new SMS message and AnalyseModemMessage analysed this 
SMS message to be an SIR message withaport number for the contact point 

Q) STATUS_SUCCESS_WITHOUT_PORT when the modem message was a 
notification of a new SMS message and AnalyseModemMessage analysed this 
SMS message to be an SIR message without a port number for the contact 
point 

Q) STATUS_NO_SMS when the modem message wasnota notification of a new 
SMS message 

Q) STATUS_SMS_NO_SIR when the modem message was a notification of a 
new SMS message, butAnalyseModemMessage analysed this SMS messagenot 
to be an SIR message 

lf the DecodeStatus has one of the first two possible va lues, the improved GPRS 
driver will establish a GPRS conneetion by calling the function OnGPRSDig. When 
this conneetion is established correctly it will sendan HTTP POST request to the 
lP address as mentioned in the SIR message (in case of 
STATUS_SUCCESS_WITH_PORT this POST request will be sent on the port 
number defined in the message, else it will by default be sent to port 80) by 
calling the function CreatelnternetConnection. 
lf the DecodeStatus has one of the last two possible va lues the improved GPRS 
driver will print a message on the screen stating the result of the a na lysis of the 
modem message and will eaU once again the function OnSIRWaitDlg. 

The close button can be used to close the graphical interface and thus the 
program. The status bar (printed 'Ready') in the example on the previous page 
informs the user of the application of the status of the application and its 
connections. 
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6.2 Advanced DNS server 
The advanced DNS server as implemented and used for the experimental 
scenario as described in 5.3 is an adapted DNS server written in Java and based 
on the open-souree DNS tools package dnsjava by Brian Wellington [21]. The 
DNS tools package dnsjava contains several tools such as a DNS server, an applet 
that can be used to send dynamic updates to a DNS server, which supports 
these updates (the original DNS server from the dnsjava package does not 
support dynamic updates), a lookup tool to lookup DNS records and dig, a clone 
of dig as distributed with BIND (another lookup utility). lt was originally written 
in Java by Brian Wellington and has been released as an open souree package. 
The advanced DNS server only uses an adapted version of the DNS server of this 
package. 

The requirements of the adapted version of the DNS server for use in the 
expertmental scenario as described in 5.3 are: 
Q) The ability to receive, analyse and reply toa standard DNS request 
Q) The ability to trigger thesendingofan SIR message 
Q) The ability to send a spedal ping request (see 5.3 fora detailed description) 
Q) The ability to do a dynamic update of its zonefile upon receipt of an HTTP 

request (in order to update the 'last known lP address') 

The original version of the DNS server that can be found in the dnsjava package 
only meets the first requirement. Therefore, in order to use it in the 
experimental scenario as described in 5.3 several changes had to be made in the 
DNS server. Due to the fact that the dnsjava package has been released as an 
open-souree package it was possible to modify the Java souree file of the DNS 
server (jnamed.java) and to recompile it. 
The following changes were made to this Java souree file: 

Q) Some extra functionalities in the procedures handling a DNS request: 
- When the DNS server would normally reply a DNS request stating 'no 

such name' .and the name starts with 06 and ends in mobile.orange.fr, 
the function sendSIR (as described below) is called to send an SIR 
message to the MS 
When the DNS server would normally reply a DNS request with an lP 
address (i.e. record was found in the database of the DNS server) .and the 
name starts with 06 and ends in mobile.orange.fr, the function 
pseudoPing (as described below) is called to check whether this lP 
address still corresponds to the MSISDN which can be abstracted from 
the name. lf so, the DNS server replies with the lP address, else it wilt eaU 
the function sendSIR to send an SIR message to the MS in order to 
update its database 
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0 The addition of the ability to send a special ping request as described in 5.3. 
Th is functionality is implemented in the function pseudoPing(Name name, 
Zone zone) 

0 The addition of the ability to trigger the sending of an SIR message. This 
functionality is implemented in the function sendSIR(Name name) and has 
been implemented as follows: first this function retrieves the MSISON of the 
MS tosend the SIR message to by abstracting it from the mobile ONS name 
as received in the parameter name. Then, using the MSISON it retrieved, it 
sends an HTTP POST request to the FTR&O SMS initiator (as described in 
part I, chapter 3), which triggers the sending of the SIR message. Finally it 
eaUs a function that waits for the reply to this SIR message: waitSIRresponse. 
The SIR message sent specifies a specific port number on which the mobile 
device has to contact the advanced ONS sever. This port number is 
incremented with 1 for every SIR message sent. The reason for this is that 
the advanced ONS server can send several SIR messages one after another 
and it can therefore be possible that there are several outstanding SIR 
messages to which the mobile devices concerned have not yet replied. In 
order to make a distinction in the responses the mobile devices are all asked 
to contact the advanced ONS server on another port number. When the 
advanced ONS server is launched it uses port number 3001 for the first SIR 
message. 

0 The addition of the ability to do a dynamic update. The implementation of 
this functionality is based on two functions: waitS/Rresponse(String MS/SDN, 
int PortNr) and updateOrAddRecord(Name name, String IPAddress). The first 
function opens a socket on a non-standard port (starting from 3001 as 
described above) on which it starts to listen fora reply to the SIR message. 
Several SIR response listeners may be active at the same time. Th is function 
is launched by the function sendSIR when it sent its SIR message and is 
launched in a new thread for every SIR message sent. The reply to the SIR 
message will be generated by the improved GPRS driver as described in 6.1 
and will provide the function waitS/Rresponse with the MSISON of the mobile 
which received the SIR message. Analysing the reply the corresponding lP 
address can be retrieved, because it will be the originator address of this 
request. Using these two parameters the function updateOrAddRecord will be 
called to update the record for this mobile when it's already in the database 
or add a new record when it's not (the name which is needed for the 
function updateOrAddRecord is constructed using the MSISON and adding the 
string .mobile.orange.fr. to it). 
The function updateOrAddRecord will first retrieve the current ONS database 
and abstract the zonefile for mobile.orange.fr. from it, because the dnsjava 
ONS server stores all its data in memory. Then it will rebuild this zonefile 
(this is necessary because of the internat data structures of the ONS server: 
the zonefile is retrieved as a String and has to be stored in memory as a 
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Zone) by walking through it. When it finds the name to update or add in the 
current zonefile it will store this record with the new lP address in the 
zonefile, if not it will rebuild the whole zonefile and will finally add a new 
record using the name and the lP address. Finally it will overwrite the 
current zonefile for the zone mobile.orange.fr. with the newly built zonefile 
in the memory of the ONS server. From that moment on, the ONS server 
contains the updated information. 

The resulting Java souree file can be found in Appendix 2c. 
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This chapter describes several tests that can be performed in order to get to 
know the possibility of using a Session lnitiation Request (SIR) for the 
establishment of a conneetion (general behaviour) and the specific behaviour of 
terminals with a Session lnitiation Application (SlA) implemented in it. These tests 
are therefore not necessarily related to the setup of the salution chosen for the 
quasi always-on GPRS conneetion as described in this part of this document. 
However, they might be useful to implement similar solutions (for example to 
implement such a salution without using a computer which takes care of the 
SlA function, conneetion establishment et cetera as an advanced GPRS driver). 

7.1 Test setups 
For these tests, several test setups have been used. These test setups are 
described in detail below. 
The test setup used for a specific test is mentioned between brackets in the title 
of the test in 7 .2. 

7.1.1 Using a terminal, a PPG and a Generic Push lnitiator (GPl) 

eoo PAP request for --=· 
confirmed push ~--w' • 

/ 

Generic Push 
Initiator (GPI) 

Push Proxy 
Gateway (PPG) 

standard SIR 

·-------~--------sessLon 

----------------· 
contents 

When receiving a PAP request from a push initiator (in this case from the 
Generic Push Initiator) for the sending of a confirmed push message, it 
automatically sends a pre-defined (standard) SIR message to the mobile phone 
asking it to conneet itself to the lP address of the PPG. When the mobile 
connects itself the PPG sends the contents and can confirm the push initiator 
that the contents have been sent correctly. 
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In this case the initiating computer (which can be a normal PC or a server) sends 
a request to a private server to ask it to send an SMS message (the SIR) to a 
specific mobile. This request can be in a proprietary form. The private server 
communicates directly with the SMSC using the EMI (External Machine 
Interface, (15]), which finally sends the message to the mobile phone. 
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7.1.3 Using the terminal as a modem 

send request for bi-directional EMI 
SMS (SIR) 

(proprietary form) 

initiating computer 
(PC or server) 

private server which 
communicates with the SMSC 

computer using a terminal 
as a modem (serial I PPP) 

7.2 Tests 

7.2.1 Testing if a mobile bas a SlA implemented (1) 

Backeround ofthis test 
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Because the Session lnitiation Application (SlA) is a relatively new application, 
which can be implemented in a mobile terminal, it should first be tested 
whether or nota specific terminal has a SlA implemented. 

Description ofthe test 
Because we know that the Openwave PPG used by FTR&D for testing purposes 
sends a Session lnitiation Request when it's asked to send a confirmed push 
message, we can use this setup in order to test the existence of a SlA in a 
terminal. Using the Generic Push Initiator (GPI) developed by FTR&D we can send 
a request to the PPG asking for a confirmed push message to send to the mobile 
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terminal. The PPG wilt then send a standard SIR to the terminal asking it to 
make a conneetion to its lP address using WSP with the WML User Agent as 
Application-ld. 

Outcome ofthe test 
When the terminal correctly creates a conneetion to the PPG (and possibly, but 
not necessarily [for this test] receives the push message) a SlA has been 
implemented. lf not, we can assume that the tested terminal does not have a 
SlA implemented. 

7.2.2 Testing whether a mobile terminal can establish a conneetion toanother 
server than a PPG (2) 

Background of this test 
With a session initiation request the mobile terminal can be forced to create a 
conneetion to one or more contact points. These can be WSP contact points or 
HITP contact points. In the case of HITP contact points the terminal should 
establish an active TCP conneetion when contacting the(se) contact point(s). 
The contact point can be an lP address of a server. The purpose of this test is to 
find out whether it is possible fora terminalto contact any HITP server. 

Description of the test 
For this test an HITP server has to be installed on a computer, which can 
normally be reached by a terminal using a WAP browser. In the root of this 
HITP server an index file has to be created which can be presented to the user 
ofthe mobile terminal in the WAP browser. Then, a SIR message has to besent 
referring to the lP address of this server as the contact point (if necessary using 
the port number of the HITP server on the computer) and using the application 
ID of the WAP browser (Ox02) in the Application-ID list. This test has to be 
performed for two different setups: 
0 with an HITP server in the local network of the network access point (APN) 
0 with an HITP server on the Internet (i.e. in another network than the 

network where the network access point (APN) is; this network should be 
reachable through the APN in normal circumstances) 

Outcome ofthe test 
When the mobile terminal correctly opens the WAP browser, establishes a 
conneetion and displays the file which has been placed in the root of the HITP 
server, the SIR can be used to contact any serverand not only a PPG. lf not, the 
SIR can only be used to establish a session for OTA-WSP or OTA-HITP 
messages9

• Th is should be the case for both tests. 

9 In normal OTA-HTTP usage, the content is delivered to an HTTP server in the mobile terminal 
using a POST method. 
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7.2.3 Testing persistenee of conneetion established with a SIR (1, 2) 

Background of tb is test 
When using the Session lnitiation Request for the establishment of a conneetion 
for confirmed push delivery, the terminal sametimes disconnects after receiving 
the WAP push message. Th is behaviour does not seem to be consistent. 

Description ofthe test 
Sending a SIR to a mobile terminal and verifying if the established conneetion 
remains active or gets disconnected. Th is test can be performed in two variants: 
with and without sending any content (when sending content, this test is 
similar tothetest as described in 7.2.1). Furthermore, when using the WML User 
Agent as Application-ld it can be tested whether or not the persistenee of the 
conneetion depends on the state of the WML User Agent (WAP browser), i.e. 
whether the conneetion remains when the browser is closed. 

Outcome ofthe test 
The conneetion remains active or gets disconnected. This can normally be 
verified on the screen of the terminal; if not we can send a ping to the lP 
address, which has been assigned to the terminal (if this lP address can be 
reached from within the network where the test is performed). When the 
conneetion gets closed, trace software (such as Ethereal [17]) can be used in 
order to find out when (and why) the conneetion is ended. 
When using the third variant of the test (using the WML User Agent and testing 
whether the conneetion remains active when the browser is closed) the use of 
trace software is not necessary, because when the conneetion is being 
terminated this is certainly caused by closing the WAP browser. 
The behaviour might depend on whether the SIR is sent using the PPG or using 
a private server. Therefore this test has to be performed with both test set-up 1 
as 2. 

7.2.4 Behaviour Application-lds (2) 

Background of tb is test 
In a Session lnitiation Request one or more Application-lds can be defined. The 
terminal uses these Application-lds in order to decide for which application the 
new session should be created. In a general SIR sent by a PPG fora confirmed 
push session for example, the Application-ld defined in the message will be the 
Application-ld ofthe WML User Agent (Ox02). This test can be used todetermine 
the behaviour of the terminal when using different Application-lds and is 
divided in three small tests. 

Description of the test 
The test is divided in three small tests: 
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a) Using another Application-ld than the WML User Agent. Th is test can be split 
in two sub-tests: 

1) Using the Application-ld for Any Application, which is equal to oxoo 
2) Using the Application-ld for the WTA User Agent (Ox03), the MMS User 

Agent (Ox04) or the SyncML Client (oxos) depending on the (known) 
capabilities of the terminal 

b) Using multiple Application-lds: WML User Agent and one used in a) 
c) Using an inexistent Application-ld, for example ox20 

Outcome ofthe test 
The outcome of the tests is expected to be the following: 
a) When using a nother Application-ld than the WML User Agent: 

1) When using the Any Application as Application-ld a conneetion should 
be established. One of the purposes of the test is to find out what 
happens when the conneetion has been established. 

2) The outcome of this test heavily depends on the capabilities of the 
terminal used and can therefore not bedescribed in detail here. 

b) The outcome of this test is unclear. The purpose of this test is to find out the 
behaviour of different terminals when performing this test. 

c) We would expect the terminal to ignore the SIR, because there's no 
application related to this Application-ld that can create a connection. 

7.2.5 Behauiour 'downloaded' applications 

Background of tb is test 
Several (future) terminals support the use of Java for mobile applications. This 
facilitates the use of downloaded applications as well. These applications wiU 
nothave a Push Application ID and can therefore not be identified in a Session 
lnitiation Request. However Java applications that follow the Mobile lnformation 
Device Profile (MIDP) 2.0 standard (which is currently not yet approved) provide 
the possibility to define a datagram conneetion at a specific port [18; Class 
PushRegistry, Interface Pushlistener] (which can be defined by the application 
as well). lnstead of sending a SIR message to the WAP Push port (2948) we send 
an SMS message to the port registered by the application in this test. 

Description ofthe test 
The implementation of this test heavily depends on the Java application, which 
can be used for this test. In general, the test should have the following outline: 
Q) InstaU the Java application that supports this type of use on the mobile 

terminal and determine the port number it listens to for a datagram 
connection. 

Q) Send an SMS message to the port to which the application listens in the 
format that wiU be accepted by this specific application. 

Outcome ofthe test 
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lf the SMS message is accepted by the application, the application should wake 
up and process this message. Specific behaviour heavily depends on the 
implementation of the application. 

7 .2.6 'Extern al terminal use (3) 

Background ofthis test 
A GSM or GPRS terminal can be used as a normal modem and can therefore be 
controlled by a computer with normal AT commands. The purpose ofthis test is 
to find out which entity receives the different types of messages and the 
behaviour of the SlA in the terminal while being controlled as a modem using 
AT commands. 

Description Q/the test 
Th is test can be divided in two subtests: 
a) The first test determines whether the SlA in the terminal still functions 

when the terminal is used as a modemand controlled by AT commands. For 
this test use the test set-up number 3 and create a serial conneetion to the 
terminal. Leave this conneetion open, but do not activate a GPRS session 
manually. Then sendan SIR to the terminal. 

b) The second test verifies the path followed by any data package sent to the 
terminal while being controlled as a modem using AT commands. Using the 
session initiated by the first subtestsend an lP packet to the lP address that 
belongs to this session. 

Outcorne Q/the test 
The expected outcome of this test is described below for the two subtests: 
a) lf the terminal's SlA remains active while the terminal is being used as a 

modem using AT commands (on a serial connection) the terminal should 
create a conneetion to the conneetion point indicated in the SIR. lf not, the 
SlA is apparently deactivated while using the terminal as a modem. 

b) Because the terminal probably cannot handle the lP traffic itself and being 
connected toa computer on a PPP link, the lP packet wilt probably be routed 
to the computer over the existing PPP session. 
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In this third part of this document the problem in GPRS networks of the lack of 
'always-on' support has been analysed in detail. Furthermore the several GPRS 
communication types have been studied in order to completely understand the 
whole problem. Several solutions have been proposed to resolve this problem 
whereby these communication types have been kept in mind. 

The possible solutions have been classified in five main solution classes: 
Q) Native lP solutions 
Q) ONS request solutions 
Q) 'Contact-me' solutions 
Q) 'Stay alive' solutions 
Q) 'Always-on' solutions 

With the different communication types kept in mind and the additional 
constraints either made by the actual implementation of the GPRS networkor 
determined while studying the problem, only the class of ONS request solutions 
turned out to be a realisable solution that really solves the problem. 

A prototype of this class of solutions has been implemented in an improved 
GPRS driver (on a portable computer) and an advanced ONS serverand tested 
using an experimental scenario described in this document. 

Finally, several tests for testing the Session lnitiation Application I Session 
lnitiation Request behaviour of mobile phones have been described. These tests 
are not necessarily related to the proposed prototype of the ONS request 
solution class, but can be useful to implement similar solutions and to test 
mobile terminals. 
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APN- A network entity in the GPRS network architecture, which forms a sort of 
gateway, which is used to differentiate the type of services on the GPRS 
network, for example Internet use and WAP use, but the use of different billing 
methods can be facilitated by using different APNs as well. The APN determines 
the types of access given toa user ofthe GPRS network. 

AS - Application Server 

DNS I Domain Name System - The system that locates and translates 
Internet domain narnes (human-readable names) in Internet Protocol addresses 
(numerical address). A domain name is therefore a meaningful and easy-to
remember alias for an lP address. 

GGSN I Gateway GPRS Support Node - A network entity in the GPRS 
network architecture, which interworks the GPRS network with external packet
switched networks. lts tasks include data formatting and address translation, 
protoeels conversion and routing of packets. lt may include fuewall, billing and 
packet filtering mechanisms. Only one GGSN is required in a GPRS network. 

GPRS I General Packet Radio Service- A service definition and architecture 
in mobile networks that allows mobile users to convey data using data packets 
instead of a continuous conneetion (such as in ordinary GSM data connection, 
called Circuit Switched Data or in an ordinary flXed modem connection). 

HTTP I Hypertext Transfer Protocol - A protocol for exchanging files (text, 
graphic images, sound, video, et cetera) on the Internet. lt's the application 
protocol in the TCP/IP suite of protocols. 

HTTP GET - The HTTP request method wherein possible variables sent to a 
server are sent in the URL in the form http://URL?var1=value1&var2=value2 
where var1 and var2 are two variables and value1 and value2 are their 
respective values. 

HTTP POST - The HTTP request method wherein possible variables sent to a 
server are sent in the body of the request instead of in the URL in the form 
var1=value1&var2=value2 (in the body) where var1 and var2 are two variables 
and value1 and value2 are their respective values. 

IMSI - International Mobile Subscriber ldentity, this parameter identifies the 
subscriber (the user) of the service 

MS - Mobile Station 
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MSISDN I Mobile Station ISDN (lntegrated Services Digital Network) -
the public telephone number of a mobile station, which is an identifier for the 
setup of phone eaUs and for sending data to a mobile station. 

NSAPI - Network layer Service Access Point ldentifier 

OTA I Push Ouer·The-Air Protocol- A protocol defined in WAP which is used 
by a Push Proxy Gateway (PPG) to communicate with a WAP elient in the WAP 
dom a in in order to send a WAP Push message. 

PAP I Push Access Protocol- A protocol defined in WAP which can be used 
by a Push Initiator to ask a Push Proxy Gateway to send a push message to a WAP 
dient. Th is is a well-defined language using XML as a base. 

POP- Packet Data Protocol (generic name for public packet networks) 

PLMN - Public Land Mobile Network 

PPG I Push Proxy Gateway - A special server that forms the interface 
between the Internet and the WAP domain offering a Push Initiator (in the 
Internet domain) the possibility to ask for the sending of a WAP Push message 
to a WAP elient (in the WAP domain). On the Internet side the Push Proxy 
Gateway offers an interface using the Push Access Protocol (PAP) and on the WAP 
domain side it has an interface using the Push Over-The-Air Protocol (OTA). 

Push Initiator- A device that originates WAP Push contentand submits it for 
example to a Push Proxy Gateway for delivery to a WAP elient (in the official WAP 
Push framework; in that case communication using the Push Access Protocol 
(PAP)). A push initiator can, however, also submit its content toanother device, 
which is capable of sendingit to the specified WAP dient. 

QoS - Quality of Service 

SGSN I Serving GPRS Support Node - A network entity in the GPRS network 
architecture, which monitors user locations (comparable with the Visitor Location 
Register in circuit-switched GSM networks), handles charging data and provides 
security via a ciphering algorithm. lt manages sessions, mobility and logical 
channels to mobiles. Furthermore it performs a great part of the Quality-<Jf 
Service (QoS) tasks in the GPRS network. A GPRS network can employ multiple 
SGSNs, but requires only one GGSN. 

SI I Service lndication - A WAP Push message indicating a WAP service by a 
text message. This message contains the URL of the indicated WAP service, 
which can be loaded after receiving this message on demand ofthe user. 
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SlA I Sesslon lnltiatlon AppUcatlon - An application implemented in a 
mobile phone which can initiate a WAP session on demand of the network or a 
remote user. This application initiates a session when receiving a so-called 
Session lnitiation Request which contains several information items, such as the 
host to contact on the established session. 

SIR I Sesslon lnltiatlon Request - A WAP Push message asking the Session 
lnitiation Application in a mobile phone to establish a WAP session and to contact 
the contact point(s) indicated in this message. The Session lnitiation Request is 
specifically being used by Push Proxy Gateways for sending confirmed push 
messa ges. 

SL I Servlee Loadlng - A WAP Push message that automatically loads a WAP 
service. This is a message, which just contains a URL that is loaded 
automatically, possibly after a confirmation by the user (depends on priority 
mentioned in the message and the implementation by the mobile phone 
manufacturer). 
SMS - Short Message Service, a service in the GSM network, which allows 
devices to send short messages (up to 140 bytes) to mobile devices. Th is service 
is currently basically used to convey short text messages (up to 160 characters, 
using 7-bit encoding), but can also be used to convey data messages (such as 
WAP push messages). 

WAP - Wireless Application Protocol, an open global specification that defines a 
protocol that offers possibilities to imptement information and services access 
from a mobile phone using almost any wireless network. Th is protocol is defined 
and maintained by the WAP Forum, now incorporated in the Open Mobile 
Alliance [19, 26]. 

WAP Push - A specification, part of WAP as described above, which allows a 
server to initiate a WAP information transaction instead of the initiation by a 
elient request. Several WAP Push messages exist with their own specific 
functionality. 
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The FTR&D SMS Initiator has been implemented in two different types: using a 
private server which uses plain text files with a proprietary format to receive 
requests for the sending of an SMS message and running a daemon to send the 
messages and using a private server with the Kannel SMS gateway [24] installed 
on it. The second types uses simple HTTP GET request to requestthesending of 
an SMS message to the private server. 

1a.1 Private seruer using files 
lnitially the FTR&D SMS Initiator has been developed for use with a private 
server running a daemon developed by an employee of FTR&D. This daemon 
constantly monitors the contents of a directory (named sms_incoming) on this 
server. When it sees a text file which is of the correct format (as described 
below) it'll move this file from the directory sms_incoming to the directory 
sms_sending. lt will then analyse the file and use the contents of it to send an 
SMS message to the MSISDN as mentioned in the file via its direct SMSC 
connection. After sending the message the FTR&D SMS Initiator will move the 
file to the directory sms_sent where it will stay for logging purposes. 
Below, the general u sage architecture of the FTR&D SMS Initiator for this case is 
depicted. 

Short Message 
Service Centre FTR&D SMS 

Initiator Bi-directional EM I 
File written in 

directory 
ms_ incoming • ;;, 

--........ ·~~ 

Request for a specific 
message type ( cf. 

Appendix 1 b) Private server 

The file, which is written in the sms_incoming directory by the FTR&D SMS 
Initiator, must be of a specific format in order for the daemon to understand 
and process the message. The file (which is in fact just a plain text file) starts 
with some general information, which is needed for the daemon to 
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communicate with the Short Message Service Center (SMSC) using the Externaf 
Machine lnteiface (EMI I UCP) [1 S]. These fields are depicted in the picture on the 
next page in the order in which they appear in the file: 
Q) Destination number (MSISDN) in the form o6xxxxxxxx 
Q) The Sending server ID (shorted; a S-digit ID attributed by the mobile 

operator) 
Q) The Replace ID as defined in [8] which can betaken equal to oooo 
Q) The encoding type (8 bit) 
Q) An XSer Type: 01 (meaning that a UDH follows) 
Q) The lengthof the XSer data (in this case the UDH) to follow (in the example 

7 octets) 

After these fields the User Data Header (UDH) part follows and then the User 
Data (UD) part. At the end of the User Data Header and of the User Data part of 
the file, padding octets (equal to oxFF) are used in order to fill up these parts of 
the file to 256 octets. These padding octets are discarded by the private server 
and will therefore not appear in the SMS received on the mobile terminal. 

Destination number j Sending 11 RPI~: lllslJI,lj H ~ 
6 1 serveriO 1 000 ~~~~~ ~ 

5-<lig[t'ID attributed b:: LY ~r:;;::, ~~data 
means next line mobile operator (Orange) Reptace PID UDH follows 
in the file Length of XSer 

8-bit encoding data to follow octets 

The resulting file is a plain text file of 7 lines (destination number, sending 
server ID, RPID, encoding type, XSer type, UDH length + UDH, UD length + UD) 

Example 
The example below is an example of an SIR (see part I, chapter 2) message sent 
via SMS. In the table below a \n means a newline in the file sent to the private 
server. 
Specific file headers (private server specific format) 

06xxxxxxxx\n number receiver (MSJSDN), national 
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AddressType [6], 8 bits (Ox84 = 10000100): 
1 bit: Bearer Type lncluded = 1 
1 bit: PortNumber lncluded = o 
6 bits: Addresslen = 
BearerType = oo meaning address type is 1Pv4 
address using any network and any bearer type 

For logging purposes, the plain text files created on the private server (in the 
directory sms_incoming, then moved to sms_sending and finally to sms_sent) use a 
specific naming format. This naming format is based on the date I time the 
message has been generated and the message format used: 
0 Service lndication: msisdn_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.si.sms 
0 Service Loading: msisdn_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.sl.sms 
0 Session Initiatien Request: msisdn_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.sir.sms 
0 MMS M-Delivery.ind: msisdn_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.mmsdelivery.sms 
0 MMS M-Notification.ind: 

msisdn_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.mmsnotification.sms 
0 MMS M-Read-Orig.ind: msisdn_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.mmsreadorig.sms 
0 Plain text message: msisdn_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.plaintext.sms 
0 Manually defined UDH and UD: msisdn_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS.manual.sms 
In these file narnes the part msisdn will always be equal to the MSISDN to 
which the message is sent (in the form 06xxxxxxxx), YYYYMMDD will be the date 
the message has been generated and HHMMSS is the timestamp for the 
generation of the message. 
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The FTR&D SMS Initiator has been modified to use a private server with the 
Kannel SMS gateway [24] later on. In fact this modification basically just 
concerned the function sendsms in the script function.php included in all 
message sending scripts and the modification of the script for sending a plain 
text message as described in 1 b.7 (instead of encoding it with an empty UDH, 
the unencoded text is sent to the private server running Kannel and Kannel 
eneodes the text before sendingit in an SMS message). lnstead of writing a file 
on the private server, the new function sends an HTTP request to the Kannel 
SMS gateway. The gateway then contacts the SMSC tosend the SMS message. 
Th is HTTP request contains the following variables: 
0 username: the username for access to the Kannel sendsms script 
0 password: the password for access to the Kannel sendsms script 
0 from: the number (MSISDN or shortiDasin 1a.1) ofthe sender 
0 to: the number (MSISDN) of the destination mobile 
0 text: the text of the message 
0 udh (optional): the optional UDH part ofthe SMS message 
lf the parameter udh is defined, the message is automatically sent in 8-bit 
format (instead of 7-bit for 'normal' SMS text messages) and the text parameter 
will be used for the UD (User Data) part ofthe SMS message. 

Below, the general usage architecture of the FTR&D SMS Initiator for this case is 
depicted. Because the SMSC used currently only accepts X.2S connections (and 
not TCP/IP) the Kannel server communicates with an IP/X.25 router, which 
translates the messages to the SMSC before sending them over the X.2S 
conneetion and the messages from the SMSC to the Kannel servertosend them 
further over the internaliP network. 

FTR&D SMS 
Initiator 

IPIX.25 Short Message 
Bi-directional EMI 4J:Aif;router Service Centre 
communication ~ 

over lP 1 t ·~ 

HTTP request _ ~'~~ 

f ~~ 
// conneetion ~ ~ 

Request for a specific 
message type ( cf. 

Appendix 1 b) 
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The script of the FTR&D SMS Initiator dedicated to sending Service lndication 
WAP push messages is si.php. This script can be used with a GET or a POST 
method. The POST method is preferred, because the URL length limit might 
prevent all fields to be sent correctly. Furthermore the script can show a fill-in 
form for use of this script via a graphical user interface (in that case the script 
has to be called without any parameters in a GET request). This goes for all 
scripts. 

The script accepts the following GET or POST fields (most of these fields are SI 
specific fields as defined in [2]): 

Field Field description Obligatory Format I Example 
name 

sent This field tells the script y True 
that the input for the 
script has been sent in the 
request (if not sent, this 
script shows the fill-in 
form) 

msisdn The mobile number of the y 10 numeric characters 
receiver 0607067781 

href The address (URL) of the y10 Address without http:// 
page to visit wap.orange.fr?useï-06070 

67781&pwd=test11 

created Date I Time stamp of the N YYYYMMDDHHMMSS 
creation of the message 20020611172115 

siexpires Expire data of the N YYYYMMDD 
message 20020612 

action Priority of the message N • signal-none 
• signal-low 
• signal-high 
• delete 

10 Actually this field is not obligatory in the script, because these scripts are being used for 
performing several tests of terminals as well However for normal use as a WAP Push Service 
lndication, this field is obligatory. 
11 lf you want to use multiple variables in the URL to send, you normally use the & sign to 
separate the variables. The script permitstosend multiple variables but in that case these 
should be separated by a horizontalline: I (for example var1=value11var2=value2 insteadof 
var1 =value1 &var2=value2). Th is is necessary because the variables posted to the script are 
already separated by the & sign which would normally mean that you cannot send multiple 
variables in the URL; this is a solution created to avoid this problem. 
These two footnotes are valid for the SL message type as well (see 1 b.2) 
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An example of a GET request would therefore look like: 
http://address_and_path_of_server.ext/si.php?sent=true&ms 
isdn=0607067781&href=wap.orange.fr?user=06070677811pwd=te 
st&created=20020611172115&siexpires=20020612&action=signa 
l-high&siid=15qfdz02&message= WAP%20push 

An example of a POST request would look like: 
POST /path_of_server/si.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: address of server 
Content-type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded 
Content-length: 166 

sent=true&msisdn=0607067781&href=wap.orange.fr?user=06070 
677811pwd=test&created=20020611172115&siexpires=20020612& 
action=signal-high&siid=15qfdz02&message=WAP%20push 

The response of the script is the same for both the GETand the POST method 
and is a formatled HTML page. This is the case for all message format as 
described in this appendix. 
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The script for sending Service loading WAP push messages is sl.php. This script 
can be used with a GET or a POST method. The POST method is preferred, 
because the URL length limit might prevent all fields to be sent correctly. 
Furthermore the script can show a fill-in form for use of this script via a 
graphical user interface (in that case the script has to be called without any 
parameters in a GET request). 

Th is script accepts the following GET or POST fields (most of these fields are Sl 
specific fields as defined in [3]): 

Field Field description Ob Iigatory Format I Example 
name 

sent This field tells the script y True 
that the input for the 
script has been sent in the 
request (if not sent, this 
script shows the fill-in 
form) 

msisdn The mobile number of the y 10 numeric characters 
receiver 0607067781 

href The address (URL) of the y Address without http:// 
page to visit wap.orange.fr?user=06070 

67781 &pwd=test 
action Priority of the message N • exec ute-low 

• execute-high 
• cache 

An example of a GET request would therefore look like: 
http://address_and_path_of_server.ext/sl.php?sent=true&ms 
isdn=0607067781&href=wap.orange.fr?user=0607067781Jpwd=te 
st&action=execute-high 

An example of a POST request would look like: 
POST /path_of_server/sl.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: address of server 
Content-type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded 
Content-length: 93 

sent=true&msisdn=0607067781&href=wap.orange.fr?user=06070 
67781Jpwd=test&action=execute-high 
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The script for sending Session lnitiation Request (SIR) messages is called sir.php. 
Again, this script can be called using a GET or POST method and can present a 
graphical interface as a form. 

Th is script accepts the following GET or POST fields (most of these fields are SIR 
specific fieldsas defined in [1 ]): 

Field name Field description Obli· Format I Example 
gatory 

This field tells the script y True 
that the input for the 
script has been sent in the 
request (if not sent, this 
script shows the fill-in 
form) 

msisdn The mobile number of the y 10 numeric characters 
receiver 0607067781 

version The version of the SIR y Numeric 
specification used for this 1 
message 

application ids A list of Application-lds. y hexadecimal ApplicationiDs 
The mobile terminal will (multiple separated by a 
interpret this listand send comma) 
the message to the 02,04 
corresponding 
applications 

addresstype_ WSP The addresstype used for n,2 1Pv4, 1Pv6 or GSM_MSISDN 
WSP contact points 

contactpoints _ WS P The address(es) for WSP n Based on the addresstype_WSP 
contact points chosen (multiple separated by a 

comma) 
192.168.200.51 

portnumbers_WSP The port numbers(s) for n numeric (multiple separated by 
WSP contact points a comma) 

8080 
addresstype_other The addresstype used for n cf. addresstype_WSP 

contact points for other 
protocols 

contactpoints _ other The address(es) for the n cf. contactpoints_WSP 
contact points for other 
protocols 

12 The three fields addresstype_. *, contactpoints_ * and portnumbers_ * should at least be fitled in 
for * equal to WSP Q[ * equal to other 
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portnum bers_ other The port numbers(s) for n cf. portnumbers_WSP 
the contact points for 
other protoeals 

protopts Protocol options n o for OTA-HTIP, no CPITag 
1 for OTA-HTIP with CPITag 

provurl The provisioning URL n URL format 
epitag The CPITag as described if Following the format 

in [1] protopts 1 described in [1] 

An example of a GET request would therefore look like: 
http://address_and_path_of_server.ext/sir.php?sent=true&m 
sisdn=0607067781&version=1&applicationids=02&addresstype_ 
WSP=IPv4&contactpoints_WSP=192.168.200.51&portnumbers_WSP 
=8080 

An example of a POST request would look like: 
POST /path_of_server/sir.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: address of server 
Content-type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded 
Content-length: 130 

sent=true&msisdn=0607067781&version=1&applicationids=02&a 
ddresstype_WSP=IPv4&contactpoints_WSP=192.168.200.51&port 
numbers WSP=8080 
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mms_delivery.php is the script for sending MMS M-Delivery.ind messages. Once 
again, this script can be called using a GET or POST method and can present a 
graphical interface as a form. The M-Delivery.ind message can be used to send a 
delivery indication to the originator of an MMS message to inform him of the 
delivery status ofthe MMS message. 

Th is script accepts the following GET or POST fields (most of these fields are M
Delivery.ind specific fields as defined in [25]): 

Field name Field description Obli- Format I Example 
gatory 

sent This field tells the script that y true 
the input for the script has 
been sent in the request (if not 
sent, this script shows the fill-in 
form) 

msisdn The mobile number of the y 10 numenc characters 
receiver 0607067781 

messagelD The ID of the MMS message y alphanumeric 
concerned by this Delivery aa1BOO 
indication message 

MMSversion The version of the MMS y a.b where a in the range 1·7 
protocol used and b in o-14 

1.0 
To The address of the user to y as defined in [25] 

whom the message concerned 
was sent 

Date Date-Time stamp of this y In seconds from 197Q-1·1 
message oo:oo:oo 

1031412566 
MMSstatus X-Mms-Status as defined in [25]: y 80 (Expired), 81 (Retrieved), 

the delivery status of the 82 (Rejected), 83 (Deferred), 
message concerned 84 (Unrecognised), 85 

(lndeterminate) or 86 
(Forwarded) 

An example of a GET request would therefore look like: 
http : //address_and_path_of_ server . ext/mms delivery . php?se 
nt:true&msisdn: 0607067781&messageiD=aa1 800&MMSversion=1. 0 
&To=0 6738 9 9345&Date=103141 2 566&MMSstatus:81 

An example of a POST request would look like: 
POST /path_of_ server/mms_delivery . php HTTP/1 . 1 
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sent=true&rnsisdn=060706778l&rnessageiD=aa1800&MMSversion=l 
.O&To=0673899345&Date=l031412566&MMSstatus=81 
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For sending MMS M-Notification.ind messages, the script mms_notification.php 
can be used. Once again, this script can be called using a GET or POST method 
and can present a graphical interface as a form. The M-Notification.ind message 
is used to notify the receiver of an MMS message that a new MMS message has 
arrived. 

Th is script accepts the following GET or POST fields (most of these fields are M· 
Notification.ind specific fieldsas defined in [25]): 

Field name Field description Obli· Format I Example 
gatory 

sent This field tells the script that the y true 
input for the script has been sent 
in the request (if not sent, this 
script shows the fill-in form) 

msisdn The mobile number of the y 10 numeric characters 
receiver 0607067781 

transactioniO The 10 of the MMS message y alphanumeric 
transaction (X-Mms-Transaction- aa1800 
10) 

MMSversion The version of the MMS protocol y a.b where a in the 
used (X-Mms-MMS-Version) range 1-7 and b in o-14 

1.0 
messageclass The class of the MMS message (X- y 80 (Personal), 81 

M ms-Message-Class) (Advertisement), 82 
(lnformational) or 83 
(Auto) 

messagesize The size of the waiting MMS y numenc 
message in bytes 1024 

MMSexpiryAb Oefines whether the value y 80 (Absolute) or 81 
sRel MMSexpiryValue is an absolute or (Relative) 

a relative value 
MMSexpiryVal The expiry time (absolute or y numeric 
ue relative) in seconds (X-Mms- 3600 

Message-Expiry) 
MMScontentl The location where the MMS y Following the URL 
ocation message can be retrieved (X-Mms- format starting with 

Content-Location) http:// 
http://mms.orange.fr/ret 
rieve ?TID=aa 1800 

Subject The subject ofthe MMS message n alphanumeric 
test 
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n Alphanumeric 
0673899345 

n 80 (yes) or 81 (no) 

n 80 (Requested), 81 
rgmg the message accepts to be (Requested text only), 

charged for the reply sent by the 82 (Accepted) or 83 
receiver of the MMS message (X- (Accepted text only) 
M ms-Reply-Charging) 

MMSreplyCha Defines whether n/y13 80 (Absolute) or 81 
rgingDeadline M MSreplyChargingDeadlineValue (Relative) 
AbsRel is an absolute or a relative value 
MMSreplyCha The deadline for the reply to be n/y,2 Numeric 
rgingDeadline charged to the originator of the 1800 
Value message in seconds (X-Mms-Reply-

Charging-Deadline) 
MMSreplyCha An identifier needed for the n/y,2 Alphanumeric 
rgingiD charging of the reply to the Aa1800 

originator (X-Mms-Reply-Charging-
10) 

MMSreplyCha The maximum size of the reply n/y,2 Numeric 
rgingSize message for which charging is 1024 

accepted in bytes (X-Mms-Reply-
Charging-Size) 

An example of a GET request would therefore look like: 
http://address_and_path_of_server.ext/mms_notification.ph 
p?sent=true&msisdn=0607067781&transactioniD=aa1800&MMSver 
sion=1.0&messageclass=80&messagesize=1024&MMSexpiryAbsRel 
=81&MMSexpiryValue=3600&MMScontentLocation=http%3A%2F%2Fm 
ms.orange.fr%2Fretrieve%3FTID%3Daa1800 

An example of a POST request would look like: 
POST /path_of_server/mms_notification.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: address of server 
Content-type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded 
Content-length: 207 

sent=true&msisdn=0607067781&transactioniD=aa1800&MMSversi 
on=1.0&messageclass=80&messagesize=1024&MMSexpiryAbsRel=8 
1&MMSexpiryValue=3600&MMScontentLocation=http%3A%2F%2Fmms 
.orange.fr%2Fretrieve%3FTID%3Daa1800 

13 Obligatory if MMSreplyCharging is chosen to be equal to 80, 81, 82 or 83 
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The script mms_readorig.php can be used for sending MMS M-Read-Orig.ind 
messages. Of course, as for the other scripts, this script can be called using a 
GET or POST method and can present a graphical interface as a form. The M
Read-Orig.ind message is used to inform thesender of an MMS message of the 
status (read or deleted without being read) of the message he sent. 

Th is script accepts the following GET or POST fields (most of these fields are M· 
Read-Orig.ind specific fields as defined in [27]): 

Field name Field description Obli- Format I Example 
gatory 

sent This field tells the script that the y true 
input for the script has been sent 
in the request (if not sent, this 
script shows the fill-in form) 

msisdn The mobile number of the y 10 numeric characters 
receiver 0607067781 

messagelD The ID of the MMS message y alphanumeric 
concerned by this Delivery aa1800 
indication message 

MMSversion The version of the MMS protocol y a.b where a in the range 
used 1·7 and b in o-14 

1.0 
To The address of the user to whom y as defined in [25] 

the message concerned was sent 
From The address of the sender of the y as defined in [25] 

concerning message 
Date Date-Time stamp of this message y In seconds from 197D-1·1 

oo:oo:oo 
1031412566 

M MSreadstatus X-Mms-Read-Status as defined in y 80 (Read) or 81 (Deleted 
[???]: the 'read' status of the without being read) 
message concerned 

An example of a GET request would therefore look like: 
http : //address_and_path_of_server.ext/mms_readorig . php?se 
nt=true&msisdn=0607067781&messageiD=aa1800&MMSversion=1 . 0 
&To=0673899345&From=0607067781&Date=1031412566&MMSreadsta 
tus=80 

An example of a POST request would look like: 
POST /path_of_server/mms_readorig.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: address of server 
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sent=true&msisdn=060706778l&messageiD=aal800&MMSversion=l 
.O&To=0673899345&From=060706778l&Date=l031412566&MMSreads 
tatus=BO 
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The FTR&D SMS Initiator allows sending normal SMS messages (plain text 
messages) using the script plaintext.php. Once again, this script can be called 
using a GET or POST method and can present a graphical interface as a form. 

This script accepts the following GET or POST fields: 

Field name Field description Obli· Format I Example 
gatory 

sent This field tells the script that the y true 
input for the script has been sent 
in the request (if not sent, this 
script shows the fill·in form) 

msisdn The mobile number of the y 1 o numeric characters 
receiver 0607067781 

text The text of the message to send y alphanumeric 
this is a test message 

An example of a GET request would therefore look like: 
http://address_and_path_of_server.ext/plaintext.php?sent= 
true&msisdn=0607067781&text=this+is+a+text+message 

An example of a POST request would look like: 
POST /path_of_server/plaintext.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: address of server 
Content-type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded 
Content-length: 55 

sent=true&msisdn=0607067781&text=this+is+a+test+message 
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Finally, the FTR&D SMS Initiator allows the user to define the UDH and the UD 
part of the SMS message to send manually. Th is can be useful in case of tests or 
a new message type that is not supported by the FTR&D SMS Initiator (however 
a new message type can easily be added by creating a new script based on the 
scripts described here). This script is called ud_udh.php. Once again, this script 
can be called using a GET or POST method and can present a graphical interface 
as a form. 

This script accepts the following GET or POST fields: 

Field name Field description Obli- Format I Example 
gatory 

sent This field tells the script that the y true 
input for the script has been sent 
in the request (if not sent, this 
script shows the fill-in form) 

msisdn The mobile number of the y 1 o numeric characters 
receiver 0607067781 

udh The UDH part ofthe SMS tosend y hexadecimal va lues 
060504088423FO 

ud The UD part ofthe SMS tosend y hexadecimal values 
010601AE020504004SC6 
OC037761702E6F72616E 
67652E6672000103746S 
7374000101 

An example of a GET request would therefore look like: 
http://address_and_path_of_server.ext/ud_udh.php?sent=tru 
e&msisdn=0607067781&udh=0605040B8423FO&ud=010601AE0205040 
045C60C037761702E6F72616E67652E667200010374657374000101 

An example of a POST request would look like: 
POST /path_of_server/ud_udh.php HTTP/1.1 
Host: address of server 
Content-type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded 
Content-length: 120 

sent=true&msisdn=0607067781&udh=0605040B8423FO&ud=010601A 
E0205040045C60C037761702E6F72616E67652E667200010374657374 
000101 
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The FTR&D SMS Initiator as described in Part I, chapter 3 can be found on the 
CD-ROM that comes with this report. Two versions of this application exist: 
Q) the initial version which communicates by a private server on which it 

writes a text file in the directory sms_incoming. Th is version can be found on 
the CD-ROM in \FTR&D SMS lnitiator\lnitial 

Q) the version which communicates with a private server using the Kannel SMS 
gateway. This communication goes through an HTIP request. This version 
can be found on the CD-ROM in \FTR&D SMS lnitiator\Kannel 

2b WAP Sharing Service 
The WAP Sharing Service as described in Part 11, can be found on the CD-ROM 
that comes with this report. Both versions of this application are available on 
the CD-ROM: 
Q) the version which sends its WAP push messages through the FTR&D SMS 

Initiator. This version can be found in \WAP Sharing Service\SMS 
Q) the version which sends its WAP push message through a PPG which can 

send the messages using lP as a bearer when an active conneetion through 
this gateway exists. Th is version can be found in \WAP Sharing Service\IP 

2c Quasi always-on GPRS solution 
The quasi always-on GPRS solution as analysed and described in Part 111, can be 
found on the CD-ROM that comes with this report. Th is solution consists of two 
main applications: 
Q) the improved GPRS driver; which can be found in \GPRS\Driver 
Q) the advanced ONS server, which can be found in \GPRS\DNS on the CD-ROM 
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